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Introduction

The Court should grant summary disposition and dismiss Plaintiffs’ complaint because

Plaintiffs lack standing to sue. the Michigan Employment Relations Commission has exclusive
jurisdiction with regard to enforcement of the Public Employment Relations Act. MCI. 423.201
et seq. and the complaint othenvise fails to state a claim on which relief can be granted.
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The Parties

Plaintiffs are three individuals employed by the Taylor Board of Education. Each is a
member of the bargaining unit represented by the Taylor Federation of Teachers. Each is a
voluntary member of that Union, Neither Plaintiff is a party to the collective bargaining
agreement.
The Defendant Taylor Federation of Teachers is a labor organization. It is the certified
bargaining agent for a unit of employees of the Taylor Board of Education. The Taylor Board
of Education is the agent for the Taylor School district. The Taylor School District is the
geographic entity which is a body corporate. The Board of Education and the Federation of
Teachers are parties to a collective bargaining agreement; the School District is not. Plaintiffs
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The Facts
A,
On January 24. 2013. the Taylor Federation of Teachers and the Taylor Board of
Education reached agreement on the terms of a collective bargaining agreement to replace a

contract which had expired on August 16. 2011. The negotiations had been challenging: the
parties had been in hargainine for nearly three ears. The process was particularly difficuft due
to the

cow

O.rç

tocEne the Se!onel

A

long.

The 201 3 agreement required Taylor teachers to make a substantial contribution toward

resolving the Boards financial challenges. Teachers agreed to reduce their wages by 10 %
immediately and continue the concession until 2016. The reduction in salary was accompanied
by other concessions including the partial suspension of incremental step increases, the
reduction of stipends paid to coaches and elimination of milage paid tbr driving on school
business. The savings to the Board of Education were substantial. Teachers approved this
agreement because they knew that their school district needed the help. The contract was
approved by the Board of Education as well. The new contract became effective on February
11,2013.
The collective bargaining agreement includes changes to other parts of the expired
agreement including teacher evaluation. And the Union agreed to dismiss an unfair labor
MARK H. CousENs
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successful, the charge might

have

cost the school district nearly $250,000. The parties also

agreed to update and extend their “union security” clause.

1.
The Taylor collective bargaining agreement had had, for four decades, a provision
generically kno a “Union Securi” clause. Also called an “agency fee” or “fair share”
clause, such articles are extremely common in both public sector and private sector agreements.
As t.hen pe itted by section 10(2) ofthe Public Employr. ent Relations Act, MCL 423 2 1.0(2),
.

the. parties had long agreed the membens of the bargain.i.ng unit would he required to either
become me.mbers of the labor organization or to pay a fee representing the costs associated with
contract negotiation and administration, More than thirty years ago, the United States Supreme
Court confirmed that it was lawful to negotiate and enforce such provisions under Michigan
law, Abood v Detroit Board ofEducation, 431 US 209 (1977).
A union security clause is intended to prevent what are called “free riders.” Without
such provisions, a person who is a member of a bargaining unit may seek to receive all of the
benefits of the collective bargaining agreement without providing the financial support
necessary to bargain contracts or enforce them. As the Court noted in Abood:
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“The designation of a union as exclusive representative carries with it great
responsibilities.
The tasks of negotiating and administering a
collective-bargaining agreement and representing the interests of employees in
settling disputes and processing grievances are continuing and difficult ones.
They often entail expenditure of much time and money. (Citation omitted) The
services of lawyers, expert negotiators, economists, and a research staff, as well
as general administrative personnel, may be required. Moreover, in carrying out
these duties, the union is obliged “fairly and equitably to represent all
employees..., union and nonunion,” within the relevant unit. (Citation omitted)
A unionshop arrangement has been thought to distribute fairly the cost ofthese
activities among those who benefit, and it counteracts the incentive that

employees might otherwise have to become “free riders” to refuse to
contribute to the union while obtaining benefits of union representation that
necessarily accrue to all employees.”
-

431 US 221-222.

On I)ecernher ii. 2012. the Michigan Legislature adopted what became 2012 PA 349
(given the misnomer ot’Freedom to Work”). This statute amended section 10(2 ofPERA and

27, 22 1 2 In. order to avoid

con/lint win tIre .Lmpairnrents (...lause ot the 1— itt.h

Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I section 1 0 of the Michigan
Constitution. the Act expressly permitted parties to retain and enforce union security provisions
which are in effect prior to March 27, 2013. Section 10(5). as amended. states:
An agreement. contract, understanding, or practice between or involving a

public employer, labor organization, or bargaining representative that violates
subsection (3) is unlawful and unenforceable. This subsection applies only to
an agreement. contract, understanding, or practice that takes effect or is
extended or renewed after the effective date of the amendatory act that added
this subsection.”
In short, union security provisions in effect on March 27, 2013 may be enforced until they
expire.
3.
The Taylor Federation of Teachers and the Board of Education both recognized the
value of labor peace and the importance of avoiding strife within a bargaining unit. Both these
MARK H. CousENs
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parties understood that it

was

not helpful to have “free riders” who would take advantage of

the collectix e bai gaining agreement

hile not

supporting

4

the

union

x hich negotiated
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This

promotes disharmony in the bargaining unit and among employees. It causes friction between
those who pay and those who do not pay.
These parties elected to avoid this concern by adopting two contracts which. together.
promote labor-management collaboration and which contribute to resolving the Boards
financial challenges. Teachers gave up a considerable part of their salary and other financial
emoluments ofemp}ovment. And the Board aereed to stabilize the hareainina relationship by
-

r

—

I

—

School district and will avoid internecine struggle between dues payers and free riders.
The Union Security agreement will maintain the obligation to either become a union
member or pay a fair share fee. However, no employee is required to be a union member:
they may pay the Union only that portion of dues which represents the cost of contract
negotiation and administration. The method for determining these costs is well known. See e.g.,
Lehnert v Ferris Faculty Ass’n, 500 US 507, 519 (1991) (method for allocating costs
chargeable to non members).
The proposals were submitted for ratification to the membership of the labor
organization and the members ofthe Board of Education. Plaintiffs were entitled to oppose the
proposed contract, to vote against it and encourage others to do so and may have done so.
However, their view did not prevail. The membership of the Taylor Federation of Teachers
\Rk H Co i
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agreements without dissent.

Argument

Introduction

Summary of Arnurnent

A.

Represented by the Mackinac Center Legal Foundation. Plaintiffs initiated this action
on February 2Q 201 3 The Mackinac Center has been a leadine proponent ot”Riaht to Work”

this suit with suibstanti.Isl publi.

it

issucu

DOtis

print ann. video aress .re..eases.mu lurid a news

conference before any of the Defendants had been served. The political nature of this complaint
is

apparent

from

the

videos

posted

in

the

Mackinac

Center

website.

hupdwww.mackinac.org!l 833 1

The complaint contains three counts. Count I asserts that the union security provision
is unlawful because the term is ten years while the other provisions of the collective bargaining
agreement are five years. Count II asserts that the union security contract lacks consideration.
Count III claims that the Taylor Board of Education cannot bind its successors by agreeing to
a contract which cannot be altered. Plaintiffs ask that the Union Security contract be declared
void.
B.

Summary of Argument
Plaintiffs lack standing to challenge the validity of a contract to which they are not a
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party. Assuming, for argument, that they are third party beneficiaries, their sole right is to
enforce the contract to obtain benefits provided by the agreement; Plaintiffs do not make such
a request.

6

In reality. Plaintiffs

just

do not approve of the contract which the actual parties

bargained and which members ratified with overwhelming support; which the Board of
Education approved unanimously.
Further, the Court lacks jurisdiction over all of Plaintiffs’ various objections to
provisions of the contract, The Michigan Employment Relations Commission has exclusive
jurisdiction with regard to t.he application and interpretation of the Public Employment
Relations Act, MCL 423.201. et se.q. .it[aintiffs cannot use th.is fdrum.. to assert violation.s of that

C.

Plaintiffs Lack Standing

Plaintiffs lack standing to challenge the terms of the collective bargaining agreement
because the are not parties to it. See Wise v Civil Service Commission. 2007 Mich App LEXIS
1996:
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We first find that petitioner is not a party to the collective bargaining
agreement. The collective bargaining agreement was made between the MCO
and the MDOC. Barron’s Law I)ictionary (1984) defines “party” as “a person
or entity that enters into a contract, lease, deed, etc.” Black’s Law Dictionary
(8th ed) defines “party” as “[ojne who takes part in a transaction <<a party to
the contract>.” Random House Webster’s College Dictionary (2001) defines
“party” in relevant part as “a person or group that participates in some action,
affair, or plan” or as “a signatory to a legal instrument.” Petitioner did not
negotiate, sign, or otherwise personally enter into the collective bargaining
agreement. She is therefore not a party” to it. See also. Markarian v Roadway
Express, Inc. 56 Mich App 43. 44; 223 NW2d 356 (1974) (holding that the
plaintiff-employee was not per se a party” to the collective bargaining
agreement between his employer and his union, although he might have an
independent action against his employer).”

(;REF\

Non parties may not challenge the validity of a contract or assert that the contract has

116 355-217u

been breached. First Security Savingc Bank vAitken, 226 Mich App 291, 306 (1997). reversed

7

on other groundc, Smith v Globe Life Ins co, 460 Mich 446, (1999). Nor can non parties seek
to reform a contract, Dokho v Jahlonowski, 2012 Mich App LEXIS 2253.

In the labor context, non parties are strictly limited with regard to challenging matters
arising under a collective bargaining agreement. Non parties may not challenge the decision of
an arbitrator or attern.pt to have it vacated. So a grievant may not complain that an arbitrator
was wrong or that the decision was incorrect; they are not a party to the collective bargaining
a.reement and i.ave no independent rights under it.
The federal courts have rejected the standing of individuals to challenge actions arising
under collective bargaining agreements.
“The plaintiffs lack standing to enforce the arbitration award, however, because
when employees are represented by a union they are not parties to either the
collective bargaining agreement or any union-company arbitration. Martin, 911
F.2d at 1244 They therefore generally cannot challenge, modify, or confirm the
award in court.”
.

Clevelandv Porca Co, 38 F3d 289, 206-297 (CA7, 1994)
Individuals may not seek to enforce a right which is not “personal to the individual” as
opposed to a right which is possessed by the bargaining unit as a whole. Brown v Sterling
Aluminum Products Corp. 365 F2d 651, (CA8, 1966), cert den 386 US 957 (1967)
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“However, whenever the right sought to be enforced is not uniquely personal
to the individual but is a right possessed by the bargaining unit as a whole, only
the Union as the sole representative of that unit would normally have the
standing to enforce the right. Thus the individual would have no standing to
compel discussion of broad collective bargaining principles such as the
re-negotiation of a new contract or the re-location of a plant, even if such
discussion were required by the existing collective bargaining agreement.
Section 159(a) of the Act designates the representatives selected by a majority
of the employees in a unit, which in most cases would be a Union, to “be the
exclusive elected representatives of all the employees in that unit for the
purpose of collective bargaining.”
8

And, “It is the Union alone that has the right to bargain with management on these broad policy
issues.” Brown, id.. citing Mar Department Stores Co v NLRB. 326 US 376 (1945).
Individuals may not challenge the award of an arbitrator. Katir v Columbia L/niversiiv.
F3d 2 (1994) (II theie is no Llalm that the, union breached its dutx of tan tepresenttion an
individual employee represented by a union generally does not have standing to challenge an
arbitration proceedtng to which the union and the emolover were the only parties). Nor ma an

JZ

bargaining agreement or any union-company arbitration. (Citation omitted) Generally, then,
they cannot challenge. modif or confirm the award in court).
.

.3.

Plaintiffs are not parties to this agreement. They did not formulate it. They did not
bargain it, Instead, they are, at most, third party beneficiaries. As such. their right is limited to
securing the benefits of the agreement. They have no standing to assert that the contract is void.
D.

Each of Plaintiffs’ Claims Is Without Merit

1.

The Court Lacks Jurisdiction With Regard to Count I: The Union Security Agreement

(a)
(i)

Plaintiffs contend that the collective bargaining agreement violates MCL 423.215b,

section 1 5b of PERA. With respect, this Court lacks jurisdiction to decide the question. The
\1ARK H. (OL ‘1
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Michigan Employment Relations Commission has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to
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violations of PERA:

tSI

“The PERA governs labor relations in public employment. It imposes a duty of
collective bargaining on public employers, unions, and their agents. MCL
423.210: MSA 17.455(10). Violations of 10 of the PERA are deemed unfair
9

labor practices under MCL 423.216; MSA 17.455(16) remediable by the
Michigan Employment Relations Commission, We have interpreted § 16 as
vesting the MERC with exclusive jurisdiction over unfair labor practices.”
St Clair Intermediate Sch Dist v Intermediate Educ Ass ‘n, 458 Mich 540, 550 (1998)
Plaintiffs’ forum, if they have one, is MERC and not this Court. A Circuit Court may
not adjudicate alleged violations of PERA:
“Clearly, the PER is the exclusive ren edy for any unfair labor practice charge,
and the ME.RC has excl.usivejurisdiction to adjudicate eh charges. A plaintiff
cannot obtaln anoti. er remedy by frarn.ing the unfai.r labor practice as a different
species of c•omrnondaw or statutory claim invok.ing the jurisdiction of a
different trlbunai. if the allegstioi.s fon.ning the piai.ntii.f s cause of action
implicate an unfair labor practice question, the ciai.m is barred by the MERC’s
exciusivejurisdiction. Here. the association’s claim that defendant must provide
the internal affairs file raises a question ofdefendant’s obligation to provide the
union with requested information. MCL 423.210(1 )(e); MSA 17.455(1 0)( I )(e).
Because the association’s claim, if meritorious, clearly constitutes an unfair
labor practice by the employer, its resolution falls within the MERC’ s exclusive
jurisdiction. The trial court therefore erred in ordering defendant to release these
documents.”
Kent Co Deputy Sheriffs’Assoc v Kent Co Sheriff, 238 Mich App 310, 325; 605 NW2d 363
(2000), aff’d in part and remanded in part on other grounds 463 Mich 353 (2000).
(ii)
The exclusivejurisdiction ofthe Michigan Employment Relations Commission extends
even to actions brought by the actual parties to the agreement. So in Mich AFSc’ME Council
25 & Loretta Bates v Livingston County Rd Comm ‘n & Michael R Kiuck, 2007 Mich App
LEXIS 2544 (2007) the Court of Appeals affirmed the dismissal of an action brought by a
MARK H. CousoNs

union and a member alleging breach of the collective bargaining agreement. The Court
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10

The Supreme Court has drawn a bright line with regard to the jurisdiction of the Circuit
Court, Only MERC may adjudicate matters arising under the Public Employment Relations
Act. This was explained in Demings v Ecorse, 423 Mich 49 (1985) where the Court noted the
sole exception to the Commission’s exclusive jurisdiction; that a Circuit Court had concurrent
jurisdiction with MERC with regard to one class of matters, i.e., those asserting that the Union
breached its duty of fair representatiod. However, that is the or.iy exception; MERC has
complete authority with regard to ad. ot.her matters,

Even ifthe Court had jurisdiction, MCL 423,21 5b does not apply here. Plaintiffs distort
the statute to try to find a limitation which does not exist. This provision is the codification of
2011 PA 54. This clause has nothing to do with the length ofa collective bargaining agreement.
Rather, the statute applies in the hiatus between contracts; it prescribes what happens after a
contract expires and before it is replaced. No part of this provision limits the length of a
collective bargaining agreement.
(c)
The Michigan Employment Relations Commission has held that provisions of a
collective bargaining agreement may expire at different times and that one term may survive
the expiration of others. In Ann Arbor Fire Fighters Local 1733, 1990 MERC Lab Op 528, the
Commission rejected the employer’s argument that a 1 0-year waiver agreement should be
MARK 1-1, CousoNs

declared invalid because it extended past the term of the contract in which it was included. In
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so holding, the Commission in that case noted that it was not the Commission’s role to reform
an agreement reached by the parties to a collective bargaining relationship or to alter the

11

____

bargain that they had intentionally reached, even if the agreement has adverse consequences
for one of the parties.
In Ann Arbor. the Employer had agreed to waive its right to bargain regarding pension
benefits. The contract clause was often years duration. It extended beyond the expiration of the
collective bargaining agreement in which it was located. MERC held the provision valid:
Vve are not authorjzed bs PERA to police the content of acreements to redress
-e
that rart e
not enter iniva bara-aini ng v nor a f ten veers d ore teen

As rae LmrioAer poinrs our. we have haid that the effect ofa waiver comainee
in a collective bargaining agreement does not extend past the expiration of that
agreement. Capac Community Schools, 1984 MERC Lab Op 1195; Wayne
County. 1985 MERC Lab Op 168. In these cases, however, the contractual
waiver had no explicit expiration date. We refused as a matter of law to
presume that the parties intended their waiver to extend past the expiration of
the document in which it was found. Here, however, the parties clearly and
unmistakably agreed to a ten year pension moratorium. While the scope of this
agreement may be in dispute, the length of it is not.”
The waiver was enforceable although it expired after the remainder of the collective
bargaining agreement. And it was enforceable although it was ten years in duration. MERC has
rejected exactly what Plaintiffs are arguing here.

Ann Arbor was reaffirmed in City of Taylor, 23 MPER ¶ 33:
“As the Commission noted in Ann Arbor Fire Fighters, it is not the
Commission’s role to reform an agreement reached by parties to a collective
bargaining relationship or to alter the bargain they intentionally reached, even
if this agreement has bad consequences for one of the parties or for the
bargaining unit as a whole.”
MARK H. CotnEss
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Plaintiffs contentions have been rejected by the agency responsible for interpreting the
statute. This Court should find that it lacks jurisdiction to review these claims hut, if it had
jurisdiction, that the claims are without merit.
2.

Count 11: Consideration and MCL 423.214

(a)

Consideration
Despite not heine narties. to the anreement. Plaintiffs mount a collateral attack on the
-

tile

invrtatio to examine the consineranon or erterm in.e

if it

“It has often been said that the courts will not inquire into the adequacy of the
consideration. Levi!: v. Capitol Savings & Loan Co.. 267 Mich 92. When 2
competent parties. through a process of give and take, reach an agreement it can
be presumed that the muttial promises were considered adequate. Kennedy v.
Shaw, 43 Mich 359: Van Vorsdail v. Smith. 141 Mich 355: Olson v.
Rasmussen. 304 Mich 639; 12 Am Jur, p 614.”
Harris v Chain Store Realty Bond& Mortg Corp, 329 Mich 136. 145 (1950)
Moreover.
“Mere inadequacy of consideration, not accompanied by other elements of bad
faith, will not warrant cancellation of a contract, unless so inadequate as to
furnish convincing evidence of fraud, (Van Norsdall v. Smith, 141 Mich 355),
or unless so grossly inadequate as to shock the conscience of the court (Hake
v. Youngs, 254 Mich 545).”
Wrobiewski v Wrohlewski. 329 Mich 61, 67 (1950).
See also 4foffut v Sederiund, 145 Mich App 1, 11(1985) (Courts will not ordinarily
inquire into the adequacy of consideration and rescission of the contract for inadequacy of
MARK H. Corsuin
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consideration will not be ordered unless the inadequacy was so gross as to shock the conscience
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Simply put, the actual parties to the agreement found the consideration fir each contract
to be sufficient. This Court should not go behind their understanding of the value of the
contracts.
(h)

MCL423.214

(I)

Plaintiffs rely on MCL 423.214 to assert that a collective bargaining agreement may not

be ionrtcr than three cars. First, were that true, the Court would lack jurisdiction as the matter

contract.
MCL 423 .214 establishes what is referred to as the “election bar” and the “contract
bar.” It states, in

pertinent part:

“Sec. 14. (1) An election shall not be directed in any bargaining unit or any
subdivision within which, in the preceding 12-month period, a valid election
was held. The commission shall determine who is eligible to vote in the election
and shall promulgate rules governing the election. In an election involving more
than 2 choices, if none of the choices on the ballot receives a majority vote, a
runoff election shall be conducted between the 2 choices receiving the 2 largest
numbers of valid votes cast in the election. An election shall not be directed in
any bargaining unit or subdivision thereof where there is in force and effect a
valid collective bargaining agreement that was not prematurely extended and
that is of fixed duration. A collective bargaining agreement does not bar an
election upon the petition of persons not parties thereto if more than 3 years
have elapsed since the agreement’s execution or last timely renewal, whichever
was later.”
The “election bar” is intended to prevent a labor organization from filing multiple
MARK H. CousENs

petitions for election within a short time frame. The statute prohibits an election to certify a

[TOR\F.\

labor organization more frequently than once per annum. ft has nothing whatsoever to do with
[fiEI_D \lcHlG
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thL duiation of a Lollect1e bargaining agreement
Consortium

See Kingslei Tnnetse

(itt

Idult Ed

1988 MERC Lab Op 118 (MERC dismisses accretion petition filed three months
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after a consent election): Traverse (71i Educ Ass n v Traverse Citi Public Schools. 1 78 Mich
App 205 (1989) (rex ersing MFRC direction of election hew pLiltion tiled less than one xcat
after previous election was conducted).

The contract bar” prohibits an election in a bargaining unit for the first three years of
a collective bargaining agreement. See County of Washienaw 19 MPER ¶ 14 (2006) (election

peti.tion disn..issed as unt.meiy as filed within contract bar)

Parties may agree to a collective bargaining agreement o any duration See Ann Arbor
Fire Fighters Local 1733, 1990 MERC Lab Op 528 (agreement of ten years duration).
Fiowever. the contract is on1’ a bar to an election during the first three years of its existence.
The reasoning behind this doctrine is that employees should have the choice to select a new
representative or no representative; that a contract should not act as a bar indefinitely. The
iational Labor Relations Board has applied this doctrine since at least 1953. American Seating
Co. 106 NLRB 250, 32 LRRM 1439 (1953). It was made a part of the Michigan statute when
it was adopted in 1965. However, no part of MCL 423.214 limits the right of parties to approve

an agreement of any duration. The statute is designed only to prevent multiple elections within
a short period of time.
3.

Count III: Binding Future Boards
Plaintiffs seem to contend that a school board cannot enter into a contract with a

\1RK H. CuUSE\s

duration greater than a single rear. They assert that a legislative body may not bind another
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sitting of a legislative body through contract. This must be news to any municipality; boards.
commissions. councils regularly enter into contracts which will expire long after the legislative
terms of the elected or appointed members. The Plaintiffs’ contention belies logic.
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First. Plaintiffs lack standing to raise the question. None are members of the Board of
Education. Second. Plaintiffs’s contention belies the decision of the Supreme Court in Studier
v Mich Pub Sch Emples Ret Bd, 472 Mich 642 (2005). The Court made it clear that a legislative
body may bind itself and its successors through the making of contracts.
AIthough this venerable principle that a legislative body may not bind its
successors can be limited in some circumstances because of its tension with the
constitutional prohibitions aeainst the imnairment of contracts. thin enabling
one t..cLth.or to 000tm000.o.7
bind anothei. (Citation omitted)
snenders niH islative cusses use subiect to strict .imitardons fhai

developed by the United Staten Supreme Court, and followed by this Court. is
the strong presumption that statutes do not create contractual rights. Nat ‘1 R
Passenger Coip vAtchison, Topeka &SantaFe R Co, 470 U.S. 451. 465-466;
105 S. Ct. 1441; 84 LEd. 2d 432 (1985); Tnre Certified Question (Fun ‘NSun
Rid Inc v Michigan), 447 Mich. 765, 777-778; 527 N.W.2d 468 (1994)”
(emphasis added)
Studier v Mich Pub Sch Emples Ret Bd. 472 Mich 642, 660-661 (2005)

The Plaintiffs’ contention would mean that a Board of Education might not enter into
a contract longer than a single school year. There is no authority for the proposition nor could
there be. Municipalities routinely enter into agreements with vendors that last many years. They
enter into agreements with bonding companies that last decades. It is specious to suggest, as
do Plaintiffs, that a municipality cannot enter into contracts with durations greater than a single
‘ear.
E.
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The Parties’ Discretion to Bargain
Plaintiffs’ actual complaint is that they do not approve of the collective bargaining

agreement which was negotiated by these parties. Artful pleading aside, Plaintiffs appear to
assert that the Union breached its duty of fair representation by bargaining a contract that they
do not like, But they have plead no facts which support their argument nor could they.
16

1.
The Court is entitled to look behind the words of the complaint to see what Plaintiffs
are actually claiming. The Court is not bound by the labels a party places on their action:
A partvs choice of label for a cause of action is not dispositive:
We are not bound by the choice of label because to do so would exalt form
over substance.” Johnston v CiR’ ofLivonia. 177 Mich App 200. 208; 441
NW2d 41 (1989). A party cannot avoid the dismissal of a cause of action
through a..rtfla.l pleading. Maiden v Rozwoorh 461 .M.ich. 109, 135; 597 NW2d
817(1999). Th.e. gravamen ofa pla.i.n.ti ff7 s action i.s determi.ned by ex.amining t.he
entire claim, Id. Tb.e cou.rts must lock. beyond. the procedural iabe.is in. the
complaint and determine the exact nature ch. t.he claim.. .Ma:eDona!d a
Barbai’ono. l 61 Mich App 540, 540: 41 1 N0V2xi 747 (198717’
Norris v Police OffIcers. 292 Mich App 574, 582 (2011)

(a)
A union has a duty of fair representation. However. “A breach of the statutory duty of
fair representation occurs only when a union’s conduct toward a member of the
collective-bargaining unit is arbitrary. discriminatory, or in bad faith.” Goolsby v Detroit. 419
Mich 651, 661 (1984). A union’s duty of fair representation applies to the bargaining context
but so does its broad discretion:

vjARK H. CousENs

ATr0RNEY
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Ox 048 355000

“The undoubted broad authority of the union as exclusive bargaining agent in
the negotiation and administration of a collective bargaining contract is
accompanied by a responsibility of equal scope, the responsibility and duty of
fair representation [citations omitted]. ‘By its selection as bargaining
representative it has become the agent of all the employees, charged with the
responsibility of representing their interests fairly and impartially.’ Wallace
0orp v Labor Board, 323 U.S. 248, 255 (1944). The exclusive agents’
obligation ‘to represent all members of an appropriate unit requires [it] to make
an honest effort to serve the interests of all those members. without hostility to
anv...and its powers are subject always to complete good faith and honesty of
purpose in the exercise of its discretion.’ Ford Motor Co v hut/man, 345 U.S.
330, 337-338,” 375 U.S. 335. 342.
17

.Bebensee v Ross Pierce Electric Corp. 400 Mich 2.33. 245 (Mich 1977)
As our Court of Appeals stated in Farrnington Hills v Farmington Hills Police offIcers
Ass ‘ii, 79 Mich App 581, 589-590 (1977):

•‘The public employment relations act (P ERA) under which this agreement was
made. accords broad authority to the designated representative. That act
provides, in pertinent parts of sections 11 and 1 5. respectively, as follows:
Representatives designated or selected for purposes of collective bargaining
h the majontv of the public employees in a unit appropriate for such purposes,
shall be P e exclusivE icnresen
at u of ail the pahbc emplores ir such ant
t
for the purposes of collect.ive bargaining i.n respect t.o rates of pay, wages, hours
of enrpioymen.t or other c.ondition.s of employment, and s.h.a.H be so recognir•ed
hy the public employen”
(h)
A collateral attack on the terms of a collective bargaining agreement is properly viewed
as a claim that the union breached its duty of fair representation. As such, Plaintiffs have a duty
to specifically plead allegations which, if true, demonstrate that the union somehow was
arbitrary. discriminated or acted in bad faith. See, Merdler v Board of Education, 77 Mich App
740. 746-747 (1977). Plaintiffs have not. There are no allegations which contend that the
bargain breached the union’s duty of fair representation because it did not.
This contract was negotiated between parties acting in good faith. There was the
recognition that the Taylor School district was in an economic crisis. Teachers agreed to accept
a substantial reduction in compensation. In exchange, they parties got years of labor peace and
stability. The membership of the Taylor Federation of Teachers was asked if it concurred. It
MARK H, CousENs
AUGRNEV
2o6 I EVERGREEN
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did, by an overwhelming margin. The elected members of the Taylor Board of Education were
asked if they concurred. They did, without dissent. The bargain, these parties said, was a fair
one. And Plaintiffs have no basis to say otherwise.

18

Conclusion

Plaintiffs claim is utterly without merit. Plaintiffs have no standing to assert that the
contract is somehow void. Disputes regarding the meaning of provisions of the Public
Employment Relations Act. MCL 423.201 et seq. are within the exclusive province of the

Michigan Employment Relations Commission. And the contention that the duration of a
contract .s somei.ioo• [imtcd is co.nn!etc.Ivinconsster

th ].ara and. indeed. common sense

Jhc Court should :ant the Deibodants romrnar disposition.

Is! Mark H Cousens
MARK H. COUSENS (P12273)
Attorney for the Defendants
26261 Evergreen Road, Ste. 110
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In re AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY [S rand Rapids, Michj and PATTERN
MAKERS’ ASSOCIATION OF GRAND RAPIDS, PATTERN MAKERS’ LEAGUE OF
NORTH AMERICA (AFL)

Headnotes
REFUSAL TO BARGAIN Sec. 8(a)(5) ‘54.717 54.855

13-002906-CK
Collective bargaining contract which was held not to be a bar to election among craft unit of pattern
makers covered by contract because of its unreasonably long duration likewise does not justify
as IN MY OFFICE
employers failure to accord immediate and full statutory bargaining rights to union certified
FILED
bargaining agent for pattern makers
REFUSAL TO BARGAIN Sec. 8(a)(5) 24.751 54.717 62.693

WAYNE COUNTY CLERK
5/10/2013 10:48:50 AM
CATHY M. GARRETT

Craft workers who lawfully changed their bargaining agent are not bound by contract negotiated by
them as principals through their old bargaining agent beyond time of new bargaining agent’s
certification. Contention that certification merely resulted in substitution of a new bargaining agent in
place of the old one, with the substantive terms of the contract remaining unchanged, is rejected,
since common law principles of agency do not control the relationship between an exclusive
bargaining representative and employees which is created by statute

Attorneys
William E. Rhodes, for the General Counsel; C. J. Riddering, George H. Roderick and Harry J. Kelley, of
Grand Rapids, Mich,, for the respondent; Gerald E. Noe, of Holly, Mich., and Vernon Will, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., for the union
Judge
Trial Examiner Ralph Winkler.

BNA Digest
Order: Cease and desist from refusing to bargain collectively with Pattern Makers as
representative of employees in pattern makers’ unit. Upon request, bargain collectively with
Pattern Makers; post notice.

Opinion Text
[Text] “The facts in the case are undisputed. On September 20, 1949, following an
election, the Board certified International Union, United Automobile, Aircraft and
Agricultural Implement Workers of America, (UAW-CIO), and its Local No. 135,
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herein called the UAW-CIO, as bargaining representative of the Respondent’s
production and maintenance employees. On July 1, 1950, the Respondent and the
UAW-CIO entered into a three year collective bargaining contract covering all
employees in the certified unit. Shortly before the expiration of two years from
the date of signing of the contract, Pattern Makers’ Association of Grand Rapids,
Pattern Makers’ League of North America, AFL, herein called the Union, filed a
representation petition seeking to sever a craft unit of pattern makers from the
existing production and maintenance unit. Both the Respondent and the UAW-CIO
opposed the petition, contending that their three year contract which would not
expire until July 1, 1953 was a bar. In a decision issued on Septemper 4, 1952,
the Board rejected the contention. 1 It held that, as the contract had already been
in existence for two years, and as the contracting parties had failed to establish
that contracts for three year terms were customary in the seating industry, the
contract was not a bar during the third year of its term. Accordingly, the Board
directed an election in a unit of pattern makers which the Union won.
“On October 6, 1952, the Board certified the Union as bargaining representathe of
the RespondenUs pattern makers. Approximately 10 days later, the Union
submitted to the Respondent a proposed
collective bargaining agreement covering terms and conditions of employment for
pattern makers to be effective immediately. The Respondent replied that it
recognized the Union as bargaining representative of the pattern makers and that
it was willing to negotiate or discuss subjects properly open for discussion, but
that the existing contract with the UAW-CIO was still in full force and effect and
remained binding upon all employees, including pattern makers, until its July 1,
1953 expiration date.
“There is no question raised as to the Board’s power to direct an election upon its
finding that the existing contract between the UAW-CIO and the Respondent was
not a bar. 2 The parties differ, however, as to the effect to be given to the new
certification resulting from this election. The Respondent contends that the
certification of the Pattern Makers merely resulted in the substitution of a new
bargaining representative for pattern makers in place of the old representative,
with the substantive terms of the contract remaining unchanged. In support of
this position, the Respondent argues that the UAW-CIO was the agent of the
pattern makers when it entered into the 1950 agreement with that organization,
and that the pattern makers, as principals, are bound by that contract to the
expiration date thereof, notwithstanding that they have changed their agent. The
General Counsel, on the other hand, contends that the certification of the Pattern
Makers resulted in making the existing contract with the UAW-CIO inoperative as
to the employees in the unit of pattern makers.
“The Respondent’s principal-agent argument assumes that common law principles
of agency control the relationship of exclusive bargaining representative to
employees in an appropriate unit. We think that this assumption is unwarranted
and overlooks the unique character of that relationship under the National Labor
Relations Act.
“Under the common law, agency is a consensual relationship. On the other
hand, the status of exclusive bargaining representative is a special one created
and governed by statute. ‘Representatives designated or selected for the
purposes of collective bargaining by the majority of the employees in a unit
appropriate for such purposes, shall be the exclusive representative of all the
employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining * * */ 6 A duly
selected statutory representative is the representative of a shifting group of
employees in an appropriate unit—which includes not only those employees who
approve such relationship, but also those who disapprove and those who have
never had an opportunity to express their choice. Under agency
Page 1441
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principles, a principal has the power to terminate the authority of his agent at any
time. 8 Not so in the case of a statutory bargaining representative. ‘ Thus, in its
most important aspects the relationship of statutory bargaining representative to
employees in an appropriate unit resembles a political rather than a private law
relationship. 10 In any event, because of the unique character of the statutory
representative, a solution for the problem presented in this case must be sought
in the light of that special relationship rather than by the device of pinning labels
on the various parties involved and applying without change principles of law
evolved to govern entirely different situations.
“The National Labor Relations Act provides machinery for the selection and change
of exclusive bargaining representatives. 11 If, after the filing of a petition by
employees, a labor organization or an employer, and the holding of a hearing, the
Board is convinced that a question of representation exists, it is directed by
12
statute to conduct an election by secret ballot and certify the results thereof.
The Act does not list the situations in which a ‘question of representation affecting
That has been left to the Board to decide, Oneof the
commerce exist.s,
problems in this connection arises from the claim that a collective bargaining
contract of fixed term should bar a new election during the entire term of such
contract. In solving this problem, the Board has had to balance two separate
interests: the interest of employees and society in the stability that is essential to
the effective encouragement of collective bargaining, and the sometimes
conflicting interests of employees in being free to change their representatives at
will. 15 Reconciling these two interests in the early days of the Act, the Board
decided that it would not consider a contract of unreasonable duration a bar to an
election to determine a new bargaining representative. The Board further decided
that a contract of more than one year was of unreasonable duration and that it
would direct an election after the first year of the existence of such a contract. 16
In 1947, in the further interest of stability, the Board extended from one to two
years the period during which a valid collective bargaining contract would be
considered a bar to a new determination of representatives. 17 Contracts for
periods longer than two years may be a bar, if such longer term contracts are
customary in the industry, or as more recently stated, if’a substantial part of the
industry is covered by contracts of a similar term.’ 18
“These contract bar rules have been affirmed many times and have become an
established part of the law of labor relations. 19 They received the approval of
Page 1442
Congress when it amended the Act in 1947, 20 and have been ‘as it were, written
into the statute. 21 Therefore, when the Respondent and the UAW-CIO entered
into their three year bargaining contract in 1950, they were on notice that, after
the first two years of its term, unless it could be shown that longer term contracts
were customary in the industry, the contract would not prevent the selection of a
new bargaining representative for any group of employees who might constitute
an appropriate unit. 22 Neither the Board nor the Courts have decided, however,
the effect a new certification has upon an existing collective bargaining contract
which has been held not a bar to a new determination of representatives because
it is of unreasonable duration. 23
“In 1952, the Board decided that the Respondent’s pattern makers, who
constitute one of the most skilled craft groups, might, after two years of
experience as part of a plant-wide unit of approximately 1500 employees, if they
so desired, constitute a separate appropriate unit. Apparently dissatisfied with
their representation by the UAW-CIO, all six pattern makers voted for a separate
unit to be represented by the Pattern Makers, which is the labor organization that
traditionally represents pattern makers in industry. The Board thereupon certified
the Pattern Makers as bargaining representative for those employees. Although
the certification of October 6, 1952, gave the Pattern Makers immediate status as
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exclusive representative for the purposes of collective bargaining ‘in respect to
rates of pay, wages, and hours of employment,’ the Respondent would qualify the
Pattern Makers’ authority as to these subjects by adding—after July 1, 1953. If
the Respondent’s contention is sound, a certified bargaining representative might
be deprived of effective statutory power as to the most important subjects of
collective bargaining for an unlimited number of years as the result of an
agreement negotiated by an unwanted and repudiated bargaining representative.
There is no provision in the statute for this kind of emasculated certified
bargaining representative. Moreover, the rule urged by the Respondent seems
hardly calculated to reduce ‘industrial strife’ by encouraging the ‘practice and
procedure of collective bargaining,’ the declared purpose of the National Labor
Relations Act, as amended.
“The purpose of the Board’s rule holding a contract of unreasonable duration not a
bar to a new determination of representatives is the democratic one of insuring to
employees the right at reasonable intervals of reappraising and changing, if they
so desire, their union representation. Bargaining representatives are thereby kept
responsive to the needs and desires of their constituents; and employees
dissatisfied with their representatives know that they will have the opportunity of
changing them by peaceful means at an election conducted by an impartial
government agency, Strikes for a change of representatives are thereby reduced
and the effects of employee dissatisfaction with their representatives are
mitigated. But, if a newly chosen representative is to be hobbled in the way
proposed by the Respondent, a great part of the benefit to be derived from the
no-bar rule will be dissipated. There is little point in selecting a new bargaining
representative which is unable to negotiate new terms and conditions of
employment for an extended period of time.
“We hold that, for the reasons which led the Board to adopt the rule that a
contract of unreasonable duration is not a bar to a new determination of
representatives, such a contract may not bar full statutory collective bargaining
including the reduction to writing of any agreement reached, as to any group of
employees in an appropriate unit covered by such contract, upon the certification
of a new collective bargaining representative for them. 24 Accordingly, we find
that by refusing on and after October 16, 1952, to bargain with the Pattern
Makers
Page 1443
concerning wages, hours and other working conditions for employees in the unit of
pattern makers, the Respondent violated Section 8(a)(5) and (1) of the Act.
“In making the above finding, we have not relied on the Trial Examiner’s
interpretation of Section 8(d). However, we also agree with the Trial Examiner
that, for the reasons stated by him, Section 8(d) is ‘inapplicable upon an
intervening certification of the Board,’ thus leaving the Sands 25 rule in full
vitality. For this reason, too, we find that the Respondent’s refusal to discuss
terms and conditions of employment violated Section 8(a)(5) and (1) of the Act”
[Text from trial examiners report referred to abovej “The portion of Section 8(d),
which provides that paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) do not require a party to a
contract for a fixed term to bargain or agree concerning contract modifications to
become operative before the contract itself permits, changes the rule of N,L,R.8,
v. Sands Mfg. Co., 306 U.S. 332, 342 [4 LRR Man. 530]. The doctrine of the Sands
case was that ‘an employer was under a duty, upon request, to bargain with the
representatives of his employees as to terms and conditions of employment
whether or not an existing collective bargaining agreement found the parties as to
the subject matter to be discussed.’ N,L.R.8, v. Jacobs Manufacturing Company,
196 F,2d 680, 683 [30 LRRM 2098] (C.A, 2). As Section 8(d) also provides that
paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) do not apply when there is an intervening
certification, one possible construction is that by thus removing the statutory
teeth from the Section in such a situation, Congress implied that Section 8(d)(1)
also does not apply and thereby manifested a Congressional assumption that an
agreement does not continue upon an intervening certification—for, if agreements
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do continue in such circumstances, there is as much need for 8(d)(2), (3), and (4)
as in any other contract situation. The other possible construction is, of course, by
a converse application of inclusio unius est exclusio alterius, that Section 8(d)(1)
was intended to operate, a construction which then would indicate Congressional
understanding that contracts remain effective despite an intervening certification.
If the first interpretation be accepted, the Respondent was obviously obliged to
negotiate with the Pattern Makers concerning all subjects of collective bargaining,
there being no contract question under this hypothesis. But even if the second
construction be made and it accordingly be assumed that the July 1950
agreements do continue, the Respondent would still be obliged to bargain
immediately concerning present changes in terms and conditions of employment;
for that portion of Section 8(d) which changes the Sands doctrine is, by its own
terms, ‘inapplicable upon an intervening certification pf the Board,’ thus leaving
the Sands rule in full vitality under the second hypothesis stated.”
1 Not reported in printed volumes of Board decisions.
2 The Respondent contends that the Board’s bar rules are only “procedural rules” and refers
to NLRB. v, Grace Company, 184 F2d 126, 129 [26 LRRM 2536] (C.A. 8), where the
court said:

“The Board’s rule that the existence of a valid written and signed bargaining agreement * *
* is a bar to a certification for a different representation, if applicable to the facts in this
case, is a procedural rule which the Board in its discretion may apply or waive as the facts
of a given case may demand in the interest of stability and fairness in collective bargaining
agreements.”
The court did not explain what it meant by “procedural” which is not a word of art. Kring v.
Misssouri, 107 U.S. 221, 231. The court in the Grace case sustained the Board’s finding
that a contract that had not been reduced to writing and signed before the filing of a rival
petition was not a bar to a new election. In this connection, the court cited H. J. Heinz Co.
v. N.L.R.a, 311 U.S. 514 [7 LRR Man. 291], where the Supreme Court held that an
employer’s refusal to sign a contract embodying the terms of collective bargaining
agreement constituted an unfair labor practice. The court did not decide the effect of a new
certification upon an existing contract.
In its brief, the Respondent concedes that the procedural aspects of the existing contract
grievance procedure, the number of union stewards, and union security might be required
subjects of negotiation with the newly certified bargaining representative.
“Agency is the relationship which results from the manifestation of consent by one person
to another that the other shall act on his behalf and subject to his control, and consent by
the other so to act.” Restatement.
Agency S/S 1 (1933).
Fay v. Douds, 172 F.2d 720, 724 [23 LRRM 2356] (C.A, 2).
6 Section 9(a) of the Act.
The nature of a statutory representative’s constituency is well illustrated by the facts in
this case. In the 1949 election to select a bargaining representative for the Respondent’s
production and maintenance employees, including pattern makers, there were three
contending unions: the UAW-CIO, Upholsterers’ International Union of North America, AFL,
herein called the Upholsterers, and United Furniture Workers of America, CIa, herein called
the Furniture Workers. At the first election, of approximately 1488 eligible voters, 1293
voted. Of these, 569 voted for the UAW-CIO, 238 voted for the Upholsterers, 416 voted for
the Furniture Workers, 65 voted against all participating labor organizations, 1 voted under
challenge and 4 cast void ballots. As this election was indecisive, a run-off election was
held with only the Furniture Workers and the UAW-CIO on the ballot. In this second
election, 594 employees voted for the Furniture Workers and 706 voted for the UAW-CIO.
There were also 9 void ballots. As the UAW-CIO received a majority of valid votes cast in
the run-off election, it was certified as bargaining representative of all employees in the
plant-wide unit. It is interesting to observe that before the run-off election was held, the
Pattern Makers moved to intervene in order to urge that a separate unit of pattern makers
be established. The motion was denied because the Pattern Makers’ evidence of interest
was procured after the original hearing. The United Boat Service Corporation, 55 NLRB 671
[14 LRR Man. 48]. As the election was secret, it is not known how the handful of pattern
makers voted. But the Respondent and the UAW-CIO, when they entered into their
bargaining contract in 1950, must have been aware of the pattern maker interest in their
own craft union. It is also significant that this interest was sustained for the two years of
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representation by the UAW-CIO, as evidenced by the fact that in the election held in 1952,
all the pattern makers voted for representation by the Pattern Makers.
8 Restatement, Agency
S/S 118(b) (1933).
N.L.R.B. v. Brooks,
F.2d—(C.A. 9). 32 LRRM 2118; N.L.R.B. v. Century Oxford Mfg. Co.,
140 F.2d 541 [13 LRR Man, 819] (C.A. 2): N.L.R.B. v. Botany Worsted Mills, 133 F.2d 876
[11 LRR Man. 780] (C.A. 3); N.L.R.B. v. Appalachian Electric Power Co., 140 F.2d 217 [13
LRR Man. 750] (C.A. 4); contra, Mid-Continent Petroleum Corp. v. NLRB,
F,2d
(C.A.
6), 32 LRRM 2127.
10 Weyand, Majority Rule in Collective Bargaining, 45 Col. L. Rev. 556, 561 (1945); Note,
—

—

—

38 Mich. L. Rev. 516, 521 (1940).
11 Section 9(c).
12 Section 9(c)(1).
13 See NLRB, Sixteenth Annual Report (1951),
pp. 59-84; NLRB, Fifteenth Annual Report
(1950), pp. 34-36, 60-77,
Except that no election may be directed in any bargaining unit or any subdivision ithin
which, in the preceding twelve-month period, a valid election has been held, Section
9(c)(3). Neither may any investigation be made unless certain filing requirements are
satisfied, Section 9(f), (g) and (h).
General Motors Corporation. 102 NLRB No. 115 [31 LRRM 1344); The Trailer Company of
America, 51 NLRB 1106 [12 LRR Man. 288].
16 E.g., Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 8 NLRB 508 [2 LRR Man. 488]; The Riverside
and Fort Lee Ferry Company, 23 NLRB 493 [6 LRR Man. 319]: Wichita Union Stockyards
Company, 40 NLRB 369 [10 LRR Man. 65].
Before deciding on the contract bar rule, the Board moved tentatively in the direction of
conducting elections whenever employees indicated that they desired to change bargaining
representatives, notwithstanding the existence of a collective bargaining contract. See New
England Transportation Company, 1 NLRB 130, 138 [1 LRR Man. 97], where the Board
said: “The whole process of collective bargaining and restricted choice of representatives
assumes the freedom of the employees to change their representatives, while at the same
time continuing the existing agreements under which the representatives must function.”
In making this statement, the Board relied on a similar statement of the National Mediation
Board. National Mediation Board, First Annual Report 23-24 (1935). However, collective
bargaining contracts in the railroad industry are terminable at any time upon 30 days
notice, unlike contracts in other industries which are usually for fixed terms. See Rice. The
Legal Significance of Labor Contracts under the National Labor Relations Act, 37 Mich. L.
Rev. 693, 720 (1939). In Swayne & Hoyt Ltd., 2 NLRB 282, 287 [1 LRR Man. 99), after
repeating the above quotation from the New England Transportation case, the Board
added: “Consequently, * * * whichever organization is chosen an representative of the
employees for the purposes of collective bargaining will be free to continue the existing
agreement, to bargain concerning changes in the existing agreement, or to follow the
procedure provided therein for its termination.” The New England Transportation approach
was abandoned in favor of the contract bar rule. See Boston Machine Works Company, 89
NLRB 59, 62 [25 LRRM 1508].

17 Reed Roller Bit Company, 72 NLRB 927 [19 LRRM 1227].
18 General Motors Corporation, 102 NLRB No. 115 [31 LRRM 1344].
19 E.g., Puritan Ice Company, 74 NLRB 1311 [20 LRRM 1268] (1947); Schaeffer Body,
Inc., 78 NLRB 1247 [22 LRRM 1377] (1948); International Paper Company, 80 NLRB 751
[23 LRRM 1134] (1948); Sanson Hosiery Mills, Inc., 84 NLRB 654 [24 LRRM 1314] (1949);
Association of Motion Picture Producers, Inc., 88 NLRB 521 [25 LRRM 1349] (1950).
20 Sen. Rep. No. 105, 80th Cong., 1st Sess.,
p. 25; H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 510, 80th Cong.,
1st Sess., p. 50.
21 Fay v. Douds, 172 F.2d 720, 724 [23 LRRM 2356] (C.A.2); see NLRB v. Efco
Manufacturing, Inc.,
F.2d
(C.A. 1), 32 LRRM 2001; N.L.R.B. v. Geraldine Novelty Co.,
173 F.2d 14, 17-18 [23 LRRM 2483] (C.A. 2); lob v. Los Angeles Brewing Co., 183 F.2d
398, 404 [26 LRRM 2401] (C.A. 9); N.L.R.B, v. Grace Company, 184 F.2d 126, 129 (CA. 8)
[26 LRRM 2536].
—

—

22 Compare N.L.R.B. v. J. I. Case Company, 134 F.2d 70, 72 [12 LRR Man. 538] (C.A.7),
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aff’d 321 US, 332 [14 LRR Man. 501), where the Court said:
“Contracts must be understood as having been made not only with reference to existing
legislation but also with reference to the possible exercise of any rightful authority of the
Government, and no obligation of existing contracts may be invoked to defeat that
authority.”
23 We do not consider Triboro Coach Corporation v. N. Y.S.L.R.B., 286 NY. 314 [8 LRR Man.
1131) (1941) as having passed upon this precise issue. In that case, the New York Court of
Appeals, by a four to three vote, set aside a certification of representatives issued by the
New York State Labor Board to Union A after an election, upon the ground that a valid
contract between the employer and Union B existed. The court rejected the finding of the
New York Board that the contracting parties had terminated their agreement. It also found
that Union A, the rival union, had not filed its representation petition in proper time. The
New York court never reached the question, posed in the present case, of the effect upon
an existing contract of the valid selection of a new labor organization as bargaining
representative.
Nor do we consider that Congress in passing the 1947 amendments decided the issue in
this case. As set out by the Trial Examiner, the legislative histori is ambiguous at best.
24 See Pacific Greyhound Unes, 22 NLRB 111. 141 [6 LRR Man. 189) (Chairman Madden’s
opinion), The Respondent assumes at least partial defeasance of the existing contract in
acknowledging that such matters as union security, contract grievance procedure and the
rumber of stewards may be required subjects of collective bargaining with the Pattern
Makers.
25 N.L.R.8. v. Sands Mfg. Co., 306 US. 332, 342 [4 LRR Man. 530].
-

End of Case

-
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U. Procedure and Evidence
1k Evidence
1.
Admissibility

[Same text as headnote Na 2 above]

(31 Content of Contract.

[Headnotes continued on next page]

VII. Employer Unfair Labor Practices
IL Refusal to Bargain Not Found
4.
Contract
d) Miscellaneous

(21 Content of Contract.
Commission is not authorized by PERA to police content of agree
ments to redress imbalances of bargaining power between partiesCommission also holds that parties may include lengthy waivers of
bargaining rights without violating PERA. (PERA)

I. Commission Jurisdiction and Coverage of Act
A. Jurisdiction
2.
Contract Dispute

On exceptions, Commission reverses evidentiary holding of AU to
admit five documents showing lengthy history of parties’ dispute dat
ing back several years. AU’s exclusion had been based on fact that
documents involved events taking place more than 6 months before
filing of ULP charge; statute of limitations was AU’s rationale. Corn
mission holds such evidence of earlier events may be used to shed light
on “true nature of acts,” such as respondent’s motive where such mo
tive is an issue in the case, as here. (PERA)

[11 Documents Showing History of Parties’ Dispute.

70

In the Matter of:
ANN ARBOR FIRE FIGHTERS ASSOCIATION
LOCAL 1733, INTERNAflONAL
ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS,
Respondent-Union,
-andCase No. CU88 F-34
CITY OF ANN ARBOR,
Charging Party.

528
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WAYNE COUNTY CLERK
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CATHY M. GARRETT

,

to Bargain Not Found
Contract
Lb ‘Breach of Contract

529

[Headnotes continued on next page]

[7] Contract Interpretation Necessary to Determine Waiver Issue.
[Sane text icoheodnote Mi’ 6 above]

4.

Vii Eraployar Uirfair Labor Practices

.

[6] Contract nwrpretation Necessary to Determine Waiver Issue.
While MURU may not properly enforce and interpret olleetive bar
gainisg4hg*men.eata generally, in certain situations. where’ issue r
voIces a iouced ‘purported. waiver of bargaining, rights, contract
interpretation becomes required to determine whether ULP has been
committed Commission’s standard for interpreting such waivers is
whether thei are clear and unmistakable, and this may differ from
arbitratoriu•etandar.d of intent of the parties- (PERA)

.1. Comcn.bwlon Jurisdiction and Coverage of Act
A,.u’,rwdiction
Contract Dispute

(PERA)

VIL Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refuel to Bargain Not Found
4,
Contract
Miscellaneous
[51 Vagueneec iCoted ax Grounds for Voiding Clause.
P• ‘ice ixeel:uded in contract explicit 10-year moratorium on negotiat
ing imp subject which would affect pension rights of employees. Em
pIá* atgnfir .cliiued.• was- so broad and vague as to preclude up to 28
different contreot clauses from being renegotiated during such 10-year
intervaL Como OsCon rejects vagueness as grounds for voiding such
clause, rcourircing iticif to statutory task of determining bargaining
righti and obbgaCone rather than reformation of parties’ contract.

VU. •Empnfver Unfair Labor Practices
C. Refuel to Bargain Found
C
Defenses
Waiver of Bargaining Rights
[41 Waiver with .Expiicit Duration Beyond Expiration of Contract.
In prevto.•ur caaea where parties’ contracti.. contained explicit waivers
with unapecifled duration, Commission held them to expire at date
that ag einent erpired. Here, parties clearly and unmistakably
agreed to 1 0-eeoc pension moratorium as part of shorter contract, and
Comm boo bode explicit duration beyond expiration of contract is
valid,

LO—1990
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[Head,wte continued on next page]

VU. Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refusal to Bargain Not Found
6.
Defenses
in) Waiver of Bargaining Rights
[101 Broad Clause of Explicit Duration
Beyond Contract Expiration.
Parties agreed to broad waiver clause declaring moratorium on all
bargaining subjects affecting pension rights of employees for explicit
duration of 10 years which extended beyond contract expiration. Com
mission finds it appropriate to apply its clear and unmistakable stand
ard to interpretation of clause. Interpretation is limited to those
subjects at issue in this case, not extended to any other possible con
tractual provjsiop that might affect final average compensation, and
therefore also affect pension. On exceptions, Commission reverses
broader holding of AU which would have invalidated alleged waiver
as to any of 28 other contractual provisions. Because waiver clauses
restrict rights normally possessed by both parties under PERA to ne
gotiate changes in terms and conditions of employment after expira
tion of specific contract, such clauses are strictly construed.
Commission holds that issues whether longevity payments should be
included in base wage and payment of accumulatedj compensatory
time at retirement should be made at double time or time-and-a-half
rates, are not clearly and unmistakably waived by 10-year pension
moratorium clause here. Comniissjon holds only that pension morato
rium clause, by itself does not constitute waiver of right to bargain
over all issues that might affect final average compensation, and ques
tion of waiver must be addressed on subject.by-subje-, basis. (PERA)

VII. Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refusal to Bargain Not Found
12. Mandatory Bargaining Subjects and Unilateral
Changes In Specific Working Conditions
b) Breach of Contract as Unilateral Change
191 Binding Arbitration Available_Genera] Rule.
Commission will not find ULP where charge alleges unilateral change
in terms and conditions of employment, dispute involves bona tide
question of contract interpretation and parties have agreed on final
and binding method of resolving contract dispute. In such cases, Com
mission will defer to contract arbitration. However, Commission will
resolve those cases where parties have not agreed on final and binding
arbitration of their contract. (PERA)

VII. Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refusal to Bargain Not Found
12. Mandatory Bargaining Subjects and Unilateral
Changes In SpecIfic Working Conditions
b) Breach of Contract as Unilateral Change
181 Contract Interpretation Necessary to Determine Waiver Issue.
[Same text as headnote Na 6 above]
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Article 29 of the parties’ contract read:
Any time worked in excess of the regularly scheduled workweek as
defined by paragraph 28, shall be considered overtime. All employees
except the Chief of the Department, shall be compensated for authorized
overtime work in cash or compensatory time as indicated by the
Employee. If the employee, elects to receive compensation for overtime
work in cash, it shall be paid at a rate of time and one-half of his regular
hourly rate. If the employee elects to receive compensation for overtime
work in compensatory time off, it shall be granted at a rate of double
time When compensatory tune is desired the employee will determine
subject to the approval of the Chief, when it shall be taken.

We have reviewed the exceptions and cross-exceptions in light of the
record including the briefs filed by both parties Although we agree
with many points of the AU’s analysis we find that the Union did not
violate its duty to bargain in good faith by its conduct in this case.
BAcKGR0w’rn 4m F&c’rs. The Union is the collective bargaining
representative for a unit of the Employer’s firefighters. The dispute
here has a long history
According to the record made in an arbitration before Arbitrator
Theodore J. St. Antoine, during negotiations for the parties’ 198 1—83
contract the Employer made a number of proposals which would have
affected pension benefits by reducing the final average compensation on
which pension benefits are calculated These proposals were (1) a reduc
tion in the compensatory time rate for overtime worked from double
time to time-and-a-half’ (2) a 96-hour cap on the accumulation of com
pensatory time; (3) a reduction in the accrual of sick leave for 24-hour
platoon firefighters from 1 duty day to one-half day for each completed
month of service and (4) the elimination for new hires of the roll in or
inclusion of sick leave payments in the calculation of final average
compensation for pension purposes, The Union’s proposals included var
ious improvements in existing pension benefits. In settling their con
tract, the parties reached agreement on a clause providing that for
employees not on the payroll as of July 1, 1982, compensatory time
payout, vacation payout, and sick leave payout at retirement would not
be included in final average compensation They also reached agree
ment on a “pension moratorium” provision, now known as Article 59.
This provision is set out in full in the AU’s opinion and is the focus of
the dispute in this case. The Employer dropped its other proposals as set
out above.

Employer filed timely cross-exceptions and a brief in support of other
findings of the AU on March 30, 1990. The Union filed a timely re
sponse to the cross-exceptions on April 20, 1990.
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Theodar ai. lntotne heard the grievance dispute and issued his
award on iaau
L.. 1ii87 After reviewing the bargaining history ht.
concluded thff1 t..he Emplo> er’s last best offers on compensatory time
and sick leave were within the intended scope of the moratorium clause.
He relied upon evidence of a major adverse effect upon pension benefits
that the Unln had demonstrated would flow from acceptance of the
City’s proposals. b{v also relied upon the lack or any apparent abuse of
sick leave or t ointrr neatory time giving rise to a justification for chang
lug these pins rasens independent of their effect on pension benefits and
the fact that sine lar proposals by the City in the 1981—83 negotiations
were a signilirarf 5i of the trigger for the moratorium agreement.
The arbitrates agreed with the City that the mere fact that the City
dropped in shill II compensatory time and siik leave proposals thd not
mean that they were subject to the pension moratorium He concluded
howevei that tie Union had deliberately bargained for and obtained
extremely broad language to meet its concern that “virtually any
thing” remind in wsrsions not be changed.
The parties llSd—89 contract negotiations also ended in Act 312
arbitration. The panel in that case was chaired by Elaine Frost. The
Employer’s lest best• offer included a proposal to change the current
system under which longevity pay was incorporated into the employee’s
base wage i.e a brag sum longevity payment. The Union objected to this
proposal as a vltrbution of the pension moratorium clause because of its
e1ect. on fi.nei average comp en. ation. In May 1988, the Union raised
this issue with the d12 arbitration panel and also filed a grievance

?egoti.ations bar the 1983—86 contract resulted in an interest arbi
tration proceeding under 1969 PA 312. The arbitration panel was
headed by Paul Gleadon. The Employer’s last best offer in the arbitra
tion included•. ft a reduction in the rate of compensatory time from
double time to time-and-a-half, with a cap of 120. hours for 40-hour
employes and 168 .:.hburs for platoon employees; and (2> a reduction in
the accrual rair of sick leave for both platoon personnel and 40-hour
employees. The arbitration panel agreed with the Union that these
proposals a related the pension moratorium provision because they
changed ..the niet.hod of computing final avers go compensation for pen
sion purposes. The arbitration panel ruled in favor of the Union’s pro
posal to maintain the. existing contract language on these issues.
Glendonsn,dlng was overturned by Washtenaw County Circuit
Judge Patrick ifonlin, who held that an Act 312 arbitrator did not have
juristhction to interpret the moratorium provision Conlin remanded
the dii.pEktthover the meaning of the moratorium clause to a grievance
arbitrator.
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seeking rights arbitration of the matter. The panel chairman indicated
that she considered herself bound by Judge Conlin’s 1986 decision that
a 312 arbitration panel lacked jurisdiction to consider the effect of the
pension moratorium clause. She indicated, however, that she would
admit a decision by a rights arbitrator on this issue as evidence in the
312 proceeding. Shortly thereafter, on June 29, 1988, the Employer tiled
this charge alleging that the Union violate4 its duty to bargain in good
faith by its positions and actions’ with regard to the moratorium
clause.
The 312 panel headed by Frost issued its opinion and award on
December 9, 1988. The arbitration panel rejected the Employer’s lon
gevity offer because it found that the proposal would cause major struc
tural changes which coi$4 substantially affect compensation without
sufficient justification for doing so Contrary to Employer’s claim we
find that the arbitration panel did not attempt to interpret the pension
moratorium provision and did not rely on this provision in adopting the
Union’s position on longevity.
On December 20, 1988, the Employer amended its charge to include
the allegation that the Union had unlawfully refused to bargain over
the rate of payment for compensatory time when paid in cash at
retirement.
As set forth above at n 1, Article 29 of the parties’ contract provides
that employees can elect either to be paid for overtime at time-and-ahalf or to collect compensatory time at 2 hours for every 1 worked. The
Employer sought to eliminate the double time aspect of the clause in
the 1983—86 interest arbitration but, as discussed above, it was pre
cluded from doing so by the St. Antoine arbitration award. In the 198689 interest arbitration, the Employer again sought to change this
provision but only as applied to employees hired after July 1, 1988. The
312 arbitration panel headed by Frost rejected the Employer s last offer
on the grounds that a two.tier system for payment of overtime should
not be put into effect Despite the fact that the arbitration panel men
tioned the pension moratorium as the “first factor” in its analysis, its
rejection of the Employer’s offer was not based on the pension morato
rium clause.
As indicated above, Article 29 provides for either cash payments of
overtime at time-and-a-half or compensatory time at 2 hours for 1.
According to the record, the Employer has paid retiring employees a
cash settlement for accumulated comp time at double time rather than
time-and-a-half. On November 23, 1988, the Employer wrote the Union
indicating it was contemplating changing this practice to “enforce the
contract” and offered to meet to discuss it, The parties met on Decem
ber 14. At this time the Union representatives asserted that the
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5. A letter dated 6/30/87 from Laracey to Heiveston memorializing
the Union’s agreement to withdraw its pension moratorium

3, MERU Uno No, UU87 E-26, filed by the Employer on May 28,
1987, to protest ale Union’s assertion of the pension moratorium.
defense in the 312 proceeding.
4. A letter toted 6’17/87 from Employer agent Laracey to Frost
regarding
t/nrployer’s position on the pension moratorium
issue.

1. 1 1/29/84 otter from Union attorney Helveston to 312 Panel
Chairman (P-ndon, in which the Union claims that the Employer’s
submission al mok iliac and compensatory time issues to the Act 312
arbitration pane1 ts art unfair labor practice.
2. Arbitrator Frost’s pie-Act 312 summary statement dated 5/1/87,
indicating that she would not rule on three Employer is-sues in the
312 pi’ocdedin.g because the Union had raised a pension moratorium
clause deti:mm- o these issues. These issues did not include
longer ire.

UPahUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Excaunen Evt.oaNcn. The Employer excepts to the A1.J refusal to
admit the fdi•,lowing documents into the record:

Employer’s proposa.l violated the pension moratorium, The Union also
filed a grievance alleging that the Employer’s proposed change violated
both the psnn moratorium and Article 29.
Tu AL,Uo tmns, The AU held that the pension moratorium
provision was an attempt to waive the parties’ statutory rights to bar
gain over wages, hours, and terms and conditions of employment under
PERA, A statutory bargaining waiver must be “clear and unmistak
able.” MiaiMieh ipan Edueotion Ass ‘n v St Charles Comm unity Schools,
150 Mich App ‘hal l9S6 Lansing Fire Fighters Local 421 v Lansing,
133 Mich App iA 1984.t The AU found that the pension moratorium
clause here dma not. clearly and unmistakably waive the right to bar
gaining concerning wages, comp time, leave time, longevity, or “any
other of the 28 contractual provisions that might affect final average
compensatiom” The AU held that the Commission has exclusive juris
diction to detormim violations of PERA and is not bound by the find
ings of an ar-PP
on statutory issues. He concluded that the Union
had “techrucaiiy Preached its bargaining obligation by in effect refus
ing to. bargain concemning longevity and overtime compensation based
upon relianc.e on t.he pension moratorium provision. The AU recoinmended that the Union he ordered to cease and desist from ielying on
the pension morutoriurn agreement as a defense or reason for not
bargaining.
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The Employer asserts that the AU erred by excluding the above
evidence on the basis that it involved events taking place more than 6
months befbre the filing of the unfair labor practice charge, Section
16(a) of PERA precludes us from finding an unfair labor practice based
an conduct occurring more than 6 months prior to the finding of the
charge. However, it is well established that evidence of earlier events
may be utilized to “shed light on the true nature of acts,” such as the
charged party’s motive where motive is an issue in the case. Lodge
1424. Machinists v NLR13, 362 US 411 (1960); NLRB v Lundy Mfg, 326
F2d 921 (2nd Cir, 1963).
It appears from the record that the AU excluded the evidence be
cause he believed that it was offered to establish an unfair labor prac
tice(s) outside of the 6-month period. According to the Employer, the
AU did not understand the purpose of this evidence. The Employer
states that this evidence was offered to show “why the Union’s action in
raising the Article 59 issue at the last minute in the Act 312 process
was an unfair tactic and to show that the Union completely under
stands the PERA implications of Article 59.”
[11 We conclude that the excluded evidence should have been admit
ted as part of the background evidence to show the history of the par
ties’ dispute over the pension moratorium clause, We will therefore
make the disputed documents part of the record in this case.
“Vunrry” or rux PENsIoN MolwroiuuM Ct.ws, As indicated
above, the AU recommended that the Union be ordered to cease rely
ing on the pension moratorium clause as a reason for refusing to bar
gain over any mandatory subject of bargaining. The Employer, however,
excepts to the AU s failure to find additionally that the pension mora
tornim clause is “invalid” under PERA The Employer argues that a
10 year waiver agreement is too long to be consistent with PERAs goal
of promoting good faith bargaining It also claims that a waiver clause
which extends past the term of the contract in which it is included is a
violation of PERA. Thirdly, it argues that the clause here waiving the
right to bargain over “any provision or practice related to pension bene
fits currently in effect” is too broadly worded and too vague to be valid
for any purpose.
Section 15 of PERA requires a public employer to meet at reason
able times and confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and
other terms and conditions of employment and to execute a written
contract incorporating any agreement reached if request[edj by either

objections to the three Employer issues before the 312 panel and the
Employer’s agreement to withdraw its unfair labor practice charge
and a circuit court action.
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party. Under Section 15, a party is not compelled to agree to a proposal
or to make a concession PERA is concerned with the process of collec
tive ba..gainir..g and not with the substance of the parties’ agreement.
The Em.ployer suggests that we should step in to invalidate any
agreement bidwee.n parties to a collective bargaining relationship
which is unonscioiiably long, in support of this proposition it cites
several cases findhig employer proposals for 5-year contracts, together
with other conduct
be evidence of bad-faith bai gaining under the
National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), 29 USC 150, See Wonder State
Mfg Cc, 344 P24 210 (8th Cir, 1966); Mooney Aircraft Lw, 132 NLRB
1194 (1.966). Ta reasening in these cases is that the employer clearly
knew that. is .proposals would be unacceptable to the.. uniqn.. Therefore,
the proposals themselves were evidence of the employer’s fixa.. inten
tion not to reach any agreement with the union. The.. issue in these
cases
t....e. alpl.qyerh good faith in negotiations. These cases.. do nçt
stand ...bethe pappoaition that a 5-year.. collective bargaining., agreement
is per ...inva.lid unbar the NLRA
are not s.uthorized by PERA to police the content of agrees hi vedsess imbalances of bargaining power between the parties.
Nor’ are t wi.llEin gte hold that ies may not enter into a bargaining
waiver of 10 years duration without violating the Act.
4J4. iiia Employer points, out, we have held that the effect of a
waiver......c.t.ntained...is:...a.co1iective. bargaining agreement doe’s not extend
past ti...e evpfration.of ‘that ag.’ment.. Capac Cornrnunity SchooZs, 1984
Ml. l..LQ..L..oii.tEJ:....i. 135. .Wdyne...•.Chunty, 1985 MERC Uab Op 168, Inthese
case.s, .bos.....e4er.t1ie .:.contract.uai waiver had no explicit expiration date.
Were us.sd’ea aesatler of law to presume that tbe.parties.i...itendgd their
waiver to.ex trud.. past the...expiration 0... .ti.e documei..t in which it was
found. K....svc 1qecaver the par ies clearly and’unmist.akably agreed a
1O-y ar-pansion moratoriuim.While the scope of this agreement may be
in dispute, the len.gth of it is not.
[5.1 .Fin.a lip the Employer argues. that the pension moratorium
clause should be declared invalid because it is too broad and too vague
As. discuase.d in the ALJs opinion, we do no, give, effect to a waiver of
baga ning rights .uaiiess. the waiver is clear and unmistakable. Again,
howeve; our tk is to determine the parties’ bargaining rights and
ar.der P.PR.A, not to reform their cent, act.
The Empioye.rP request that we declare the pension moratorium
clause to [b .invabd is denied.
Arr.ucAT.ioN OF THE CLEAR
UNMI5TAJc.&ELE SmI’w4ao. As the
AU stated, waivers, of statutory bargaining rights will not be given
effect unless thqy are clear and unmistakable. That is, catchall elause.s
are not effective as a. waiver unless there is other evidence that the
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parties consciously intended the clause to foreclose further bargaining
over the specific issue in dispute. The Union excepts to the application
of the clear and unmistakable standard to the pension moratorium
clause in this case. According to the Union, this clause is not a waiver of
bargaining rights. Rather; as found by Arbitrator St. Antoine, it is a
“maintenance of standards” clause. Normal principles of contract in
terpretation should be used to determine the parties’ intent, and the
Commission should be bound by St. Antoine’s prior determination that
the parties intended the clause to have a broad reach.
[6,7,8] Enforcement and interpretation of collective bargaining
agreements, per se, are not the functions of this Commission under
PERA. These duties normally fall upon the courts or arbitrators se
lected by the parties to interpret their agreement. However, the ques
tion of whether the parties in a ease have expressly waived their rights
to bargain by language in a collective bargaining agreement is a statu
tory question, even though it obviously requires interpretation of the
agreement. We have long held that we have jurisdiction to interpret a
collective bargaining agreement where necessary to determine whether
an unfair labor practice has been committed. University of Michigan,
1971 MERC Lab Op 994. See alsc NLRB v C&C Plywood, 385 US 421
(1967).
Of course, whenever we are forced to interpret a contract in order to
decide if a statutory violation has been committed, there is the poten
tial of a conflict with an arbitrator’s interpretation of the contract. This
is especially true whenever a waiver defense is raised, because the clear
and unmistakable standard may differ from the “intent of the parties”
standard used by an arbitrator. At one time, we avoided potential con
flicts by deferring most contract interpretation issues to arbitrators.
However, in Detroit Fire Fighters Ass’n v Detroit, 408 Mich 663 (1980),
the Supreme Court concluded that deferral was not permitted by
PERA.
Our jurisdiction and obligation to interpret contracts in order to
resolve statutory issues was not affected by the Detroit decision. In Kent
Co Ed As,?n v Cedar Springs, 157 Mieh App 59,63—64(1987), the Court
found that we had the duty to resolve a statutory claim that the em
ployer unilaterally changed existing working conditions, despite the
fact that an arbitrator had already held that the employer had net
violated the contract, It upheld our finding in that case that the union
had not clearly and unmistakably waived its right to bargain.
However, the fact that an unfair labor practice charge has been filed
does not preclude an arbitrator from resolving a contract claim arising
out of the same controversy. Moreover, the courts must enforce an arbi
tration award unless it conflicts with a prior Commission award or
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unless the en tract protects what PERA prohibits. Bay City School Dis
v Bay Chy Education Ass’,i, 425 Mich 426, 439 (1986.).
[9] While we here the authority to interpret a contract to determine
whether an unto It labor practice has been committed, we have held, as
the Union points out, that not all contract disputes give rise to statu
Wit will not find an unfair labor practice where the charge
tory j
alleges that party has unilaterally changed the terms and conditions
of employment he dispute over whether a unilateral change has oc
curred involves a hone fide question of contract interpretation, and the
pje have agvee.d on a final and binding method of resolving their
dispute. Count of Oakland, Sheriffs Dept. 1983 MERC Lab Op 538;
City of Kalamorvo, 1984 MERC Lab Op 797; Wayne- Westland Board of
Education 1984 Muift Lab Op86 Cf Taylor Board ofEducation, 1983
MERC Lab• Op... .77•c(no bonw.fide interpretation dispute); PlymouthCanton CS. lb84 MERC Lab Op 894 and SEMTA, 1987 MERC Lab Op
72]. (no fluid anti binding means of resolving the dispute).
The Union asserts t.hat the instant charge presents a routine bona
flde •contruct dAppute. The unfOir labor practice cha.ge should be dis
missed and the parties left to resolve their dispute through grievance
arbitration. it points out that Arbitrator St. Antoine, in his 1986 award
interpreting the. pension moratorium claw., rioted that the morato
rium cIa,.. aewes not a traditional...waiver clause wherein a union waives
its right to bargain over a unilateral change. in his view, the clause was
more analogous toe” maintenance of conditions” clause. The Union
claims,t.n( it ..s not arguing that the Employer has waived its right to
bargain by the moratorium clause, but ather that the Employer’s pro
posals, if given effect would violate the parties’ contract. Thus the
dispute is not a waiver of bargaining rights dispute but a true contract
dispute whab hnuld hi settled by arbitration
[1:01 M.:s Ay.itra.tpr i’’t, Antoine noted, the pension moratorium
clause is not the usaul form of a bargaining waiver. Nor is it the usual
maintenance of conditions clause. We agree with the Employer and the
AU that it is appropriate to apply the clear and unmistakable waiver
standard to this clause Unlike the usual maintenance of conditions
clause, the pension moratorium clause here restricts the right normally
possessed by both parties under PERA to negotiate changes in terms
and conditions of employment after the expiration of the agreement
establishing those terms While waivers of bargaining rights are not
prohibited under the Act, they are strictly construed because they repre
sent the giving up of fundamental statutory rights. However it is la
beled, the psnsion mm atorium clearly has this effect
We also agree with the AU that the pension moratorium, clause
does not constitute a clear and unmistakable express waiver of the
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right to bargain over the two issues covered by this charge: whether
longevity payments should be included in the base wage, and whether
payment of accumulated comp time at retirement should be made at
double time or time-and-a-half rates. However, the AU also found that
the pension moratorium clause did not waive the Employer’s right to
bargain over “any other of the 28 contractual provisions that might
affect final average compensation,” We do not extend our holding that
far. We agree that the pension moratorium clause, by itself, does not
constitute a waiver of the right to bargain over all issues which might
affect final average compensation. However, the question of waiver
should be addressed on a subject-by-subject basis. Our findings in this
case are confined to the two issues before us.
Tim UinoN’s CONDuCT AS AN UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICE. The AU
found that “technically” the Union breached its bargaining obligation
by, “in effect” refusing to bargain. According to the Union, the AU
erred in finding that its conduct in this case constituted a refusal to
bargain.
The original charge in this case alleged that the Union violated its
duty to bargain by its “position and actions” on the Employer’s longev
ity proposal. Apparently, the Employer means both the Union’s May
1988 attempt to raise a pension moratorium defense with the 312 arbi
tration panel and its filing of a grievance (later dropped) alleging that
the Employer’s proposal violated the pension moratorium clause.
The Union asserts that the AU erred by finding its conduct during
the pendency of an Act 312 proceeding to constitute an unfair labor
practice It relies on City of Highland Ikirk 1985 MERC Lab Op 712
and City of Detroit, 1985 MERC Lab Op 389. It asserts that these cases
hold that the Commission will not regulate the conduct of parties in Act
312 hearings by means of an unfair labor practice proceeding.
In Highland Park, the union sought to compel further bargaining
over an issue then pending before an Act 312 panel The AU concluded
in that case that once a party filed for Act 312 it gave up its right to
compel the other party to return to the bargaining table. We adopted
the AU’s decision after no exceptions were filed. In City ofDetroit, the
AU refused to find [a] violation of the bargaining obligation in an
employer’s refusal to present evidence on a particular issue to an Act
312 arbitration panel and its threat to walk out of the proceeding
despite fuie fact that the AU found the issue in question to be a manda
tory subject of bargaining. He concluded in that case that an appeal of
the Act 312 award would be an adequate remedy for the employer’s
conduct. We affirmed the AU’s finding that the issue was mandatory;
no exceptions were filed to his other findings. By contrast, in City of
Jackson, 1979 MERC Lab Op 1146, we found that the Employer
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2 We find n .acdence that the Union violated any prior agreement when it
raised the pomPon rnaratortum defense with the Act 312 panel. Accordtng to the
evidence here, the Union had previously agreed to drop the defense with regard
to other issues, but not with regard to the Employer’s longevity proposal.

committed an unfair labor practice by refusing to execute the completed
award of the Act l2 arbitration panel We also found that the Employer
had deliberatoly iostrucued the bargaining process by refusing to sub
mit a final offer an any issue to the panel and by attacking the neutral
ity and competency of the neutral member of the panel after the draft
award was iadued.
[iLl Arbitration under Act 312 is an extension of the bargaining
process under PERni As w.e indicated in City ofJackson, conduct which
seriously obstructa the Act 312 arbitration process may in fact consti
tute a violation at die duty to bargain in good faith. The record here
indicates that Oie Union (1) raised the pension moratorium defense
with the Act 312 arbitration panel with regard to the Employer’s lon
gevity proposai;i and (2) filed a grievance alleging that the Employer
had violated th.e contract.. Unlike the Employer’s conduct in City of
Jackson, the IJoton’s conduct here did not seriously interfere with the
arbitration procesa. Rather, the Union simply sought to advance a par
ticular argumen r F. a that the pension moratorium precluded the panel
from adopting the Employer’s last best offer on longevity. Whether or
not its positron war meritorious, the Union did not violate its duty to
in goOd‘.fdiih simply bymaking this argument.
We note that the charge in this case does not encompass the Union’s
conduct prior co haccominencement of the 1986—89 Act 312 arbitration.
If the Union retured to discuss the longevity proposal at a time when it
had an obligation to do so, i.e. before the commencement of the Act 312
arbitration then it may have violated its legal duty
The limployc also argues that the Union violated its duty to bar
gain by filing a •grievance seeking rights arbitration concerning the
effect of the pension moratorium clause on the Employer’s right to
propose a change in longevity. In 1986, the Washtenaw Circuit Court
had ordered the parties to participate in rights arbitration concerning
the eftbct of the. clause in the 1983—86 Act 312 proceeding. We see no
breach of the Union’s obligation to bargain over longevity in the mere
fact of the Union’s filing a grievance.
The Empltr’u inended charge alleged that the Union unlawfully
refused to hargdn over its proposal to change the rate at which it paid
accumulated conip time to retiring employees from double time to timeand-a-half. The Union refused to discuss this proposal on two grounds.
First, it allaged that tIe pension moratorium applied to the proposed
change. Secondly, it asserted that the proposed change violated Article
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Dated: July 23, 1990

MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
David S. Tanzman, Chairman
Anne T Patton, Member
Thomas Roumell, Member

The charge in the above case is hereby dismissed in its entirety.

ORDER

CONCLUSION. We reject the Employer’s demand that we declare the
parties’ pension moratorium clause ‘invalid.” We agree with the AU
that the parties’ pension moratorium clause does not constitute a clear
and unmistakable waiver of the Employer’s right to bargain over its
proposed changes in longevity and the payout of comp time at retire
ment. However, we believe that the question of whether the parties have
clearly and unmistakably waived their right to bargain over other sub
jects should be addressed on a subject-by subject basis We do not adopt
the AU’s finding that the parties have not waived their right to bar
gain concerning any contractual provision affecting final average com
pensation. Despite our agreement with the AU on the application of
the clear and unrmstakable waiver standard to the pension moratorium
clause, we disagree with hun that the Union refused to bargain in this
case, even technically. Therefore we do not adopt the AU’s recom
mended order and instead will dismiss the charges.
Since we find that the Union committed no unfair labor practice we
need not address the Employer’s exception to the AU’s failure to order
the Act 312 panel to reconsider its award for the 1983—86 contract as
part of his remedial order under Section 16(a).

29 of the 1986—89 contract established by the award of the Frost arbitra
tion panel dated December 9, 1988. As indicated in the section above,
we agree with the AU that the pension moratorium clause did not
waive the Union’s duty to bargain over this proposed change. However,
this was not the Union’s only justification for refusing to bargain; it
also asserted that the proposed change was prohibited by the language
of Article 29. It appears that the parties have [a] bona fide dispute over
whether the language of Article 29 allows or prohibits the proposed
change. In any case, we have not been asked to resolve this contract
rnterpretation dispute We conclude that the Union should not be found
guilty of an unlawful refusal to bargain over the proposed change in the
payout of comp time at retirement under the circumstances of this
case.
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ti, 1988, filed a grievance regarding the
‘igevity which alleged that because a change
inal average compensation and because final
affects” pension, it violates the pension
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most weeks after all the final offers were
‘ent a letter to Arbitrator Frost. [Appendix 1.]
ii asserted that the City’s demand to change
v a 10 year “Pension and Manning Morato
itract, Article 59 (formerly Article 61) [Ap

,

demands of the public employer is the pro
vity payments from the wage structure (Cur
ie an integral part of the wage structure.)
iced on the bargaining table on February 19.
-passe, certified by a mediator, and proofs were
ties to Arbitrator Frost during the Act 312
“i

between the City of Ann Arbor and the Ann
-ssoc1ation, Local 1733, IAFF, expired on June
.10. 1987, the Association petitioned this Corn
mder Act 312 On February 18. 1987, Elaine
(‘hairperson of the Act 312 panel, Case No.
‘ere held and concluded and the parties sub
March 21, 1988. Final briefs are due to Arbi
ut July 15, 1988.

City of Ann Arbor filed an unfair labor
ominission alleging:

D RECOMMENDED ORDER
OF
lSTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
sions of Sections 10 and 16 of the Public
‘.1 tPERA), 1947 PA 336, as amenthd by 1965
MCLA 423.210, MSA 17 455U0), this matter
nn Arbor, Michigan, on January 18, 1989,
..tn AU for the Michigan Employment Rela
.“i upon the entire record in this proceeding,
anscript of the hearing, exhibits, and post
.i- filed by the part1e on or before April 11,
the following findings of fact and conclu
he following recommended order pursuant to
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On December 14, 1988, at a bargaining session the union presi
dent, Michael Vogel, refused to bargain about the rate of payment
for overtime when paid in cash at retirement. He said the union
would not bargain because the union has filed a grievance under
Article 59, the Pension Moratorium, This violates the employer’s
rights under PERA, Section 10(3Xc). This is the identical issue

The Charge was amended on December 20, 1988, to allege:

5. The pension moratorium states that neither party shall attempt
to alter any provision related to pension benefits in effect [Appendix
2]. There are about twenty—eight contractual provisions “affecting”
final average compensation.
6. The union has selectively raised the pension moratorium argu
ment when it wishes to block City proposed bargammg changes In
1984 the union raised this argument to block the City’s right to
bargain on the sick time and compensatory time rate See the 1984
union letter attached, which on page three recognizes the important
statutory rights at stake [Appendix 5] The Union has raised the
issue in other contexts when it wished to prevent the City from
changing the contract
7. Arbitrator Frost has indicated that, although the Act 312 panel
will proceed, a grievance arbitrator’s award would be admissible as
“new evidence in the now closed Act 312 record” [Appendix 4]
8. The position and actions of the Union constitute a breach of the
union’s legal duty to bargain with the City over a mandatory sub
ject of bargaining and constitute a violation of Section 1O(lXe) of the
Public Employment Relations Act
9 The City now has a vital and immediate isbue at stake because
its proposal to separate longevity from the wage structure is central
to the entire package of last best economic offers already made to
the Act 312 Arbitrator.
10, Neither a grievance arbitrator nor an Act 312 arbitrator has
the authority to decide the fundamental statutory issue here
whether the position and actions of the union cQnstltute a violation
of the Public Employment Relations Act Therefore this issue should
not be deferred by MERC to a third party lacking jurisdiction to
consider the City’s statutory rights
WHEREFORE, the public employer, the City of Ann Arbor, requests: 1) that the Commission order an expeditious hearing in this
matter and that 2) the Commission order that the union’s actions
and the pension moratorium constitute a violation of PERA.
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Inasmuch as any bargaining:regardIng wages, longevity, sick time,
compensatory time, overtime, or other monetary. benefits wou’l.d. affect
final averagi.”. compensation/pensions, there were problem.s as to inter
pretatio.n of Atsicie 59In 1986.: Arbi:trator’St. Antoine considered Article 59 and cot eluded
that the Citys proposal to charge compensatory time and sick leave

‘

,:

Artlois toll Minllnum’ Manning/Pension Moratorium (formerly
Article 61).
a. The City of Ann Arbor and the Ann Arbor Fire Fighters Associ
ation, Local 1733, IAFF, AFL—CIO, hereinafter collectively re
ferred’ to as “the parties,” agree that, except as provided in
paragraph c. neither shall alter attempt to alter, add to or at
tempt to add to, through negotiation, arbitration, or court or
atoninistrotlle action, any provision or practice related to man
ning levels curse.nlly in effect, This prohibition shaU be: for a
period ten (10) years, commencing July 1, 1981, The parties
furti.er agree that this prohibition does not preclude the.. City
Men evercising its managerial prerogatives as provided b[y]
Articlt.. B Management Rights
b. The parties frirther agree that, except as provided in paragraph
c, neither shall alter to attempt to alter, add to or attempt to add
to, through negotiation, arbitration, or court or administrative
action, any proviaion..or practice related to pension benefits cur
rently se eflect This prohibition shall be for a period often (10)
year.. ssmmencing.. July 1, 1981.. The parties further agree that
ti:.i.s.p..r...A.thition .does not preclude procedural chaz..ges adopted
by’.t i.actoi: yhl%w:ion:. Board’. base..:i :Ofl recommendations.. from the
Board.b:sctusuy as related i.o actuarial assumptions ‘which do
not.: af.ec1...........e..U:as..e.’ benefit levels.
c. If i-nutu.aIly ‘agre.rsi to, either party may raise, during collective
issue related to manning or pension. If the issue
bar s’.ining,
or idsft”ts rsitsed are t ‘agreed to by the parties, the issue or
issues csnnot..be submitted to arbitration unless the parties mu
tually agree to their.’ submission.
d. In the event this agreement as it relates to either the manning
or pe.nsion isscie is set aside, Section 59 of this Agreement will
be nullland you’

BACKGRO u.m. in 1982 ..the.. Union and the City added a clause to
their 1981—88 coiiect.ive bargaining agreement-

raised in Count I and a further example of why and how Article 59
is...be•..:ig usedby the union, in violation of PERA.
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Grievance Arbitrator St. Antoine, then, ruled that the City’s last
best offers on sick leave and compensatory time were barred from the
Act 312 process because of Article 59. St. Antoine indicated in part, that
the language of Article 59 did not indicate which subjects the parties
had agreed not to bargain for during the 10-year period.
Following Arbitrator St. Antoine’s 1986 hearings the parties met in
January 1987 to bargain for a new contract. By March 1988, the Em
ployer submitted its last best offer to change calculations for longevity
pay. Under the prior contract, longevity pay was folded into the employ
ee’s wage scale. The City’s proposal would separate longevity from the
employer’s overall wage, paying in a lump sum. The affect of the City’s
proposal would decrease the per hour pay rate which, in turn, would
reduce the value of annual sick leave payout, sick leave payout at retire
ment, vacation time buyout at retirement, compensatory time buyout
retirement, and the rate of pay for overtime hours worked. All of the
buyout changes would reduce final average compensation and, argua
bly, violate the Article 59, 10.year pension moratorium.
On May 11, 1988, Union counsel Helveston wrote to Act 312 Arbi
trator Frost that the City’s last best offers on longevity pay are in
violation of Article 59 (The 10-Year Pension Moratorium). Union coun
sel went on to indicate to Arbitrator Frost that, as in Circuit Judge
Conlin’s opinion, interpretation of the City’s last offer uis-a-vis Article
59 should be deferred to the contractual grievance procedure.
As a result of Union counsel’s May 11, 1988, letter, Arbitrator Frost
wrote to the parties on May 31, 1988, indicating that she was bound by
Judge Conlin’s decision and the questions concerning interpretation of
Article 59 could not be decided by an Act 312 arbitrator. The Union’s

violated the 10-year moratorium on pensions. In reaching this decision,
St. Antoine reviewed the history of the bargaining with the firefighters
and concluded that the language of Section 59 was so broad that it leads
to ludicrous results if it covers every proposal that might have some
affect or at least some adverse affect on pension benefits.
Article 59 has been reviewed by three arbitrators and a Circuit
Court Judge of Washtenaw County. During Act 312 during arbitration
prior to the 83—86 collective bargaining agreement, Arbitrator Glendon
concluded that Article 59 precluded adoption of the City’s proposals
concerning sick leave and compensatory time because these proposals
would affect final average compensation/pension benefits.
The Employer appealed to the Washtenaw County Circuit Court
which ruled that an Act 312 interest arbitrator did not have authority
to resolve what was a contractual grievance concerning Article 59. The
circuit judge ruled that the matter should be decided by a grievance
arbitrator.
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first untair ator practice charge was filed shortly thereafter on June
27, 1988.
On Decen±her 19, 1988, Arbitrator Frost’s Act 312 arbitration award
adopted the Ucion’s last best offer of status quo on longevity, rejecting
the City’s attempt to separate. longevity from the pay structure.
The second charge December 20, 1988) concerned an Employer re
quest that pay meet of overtime be made in accordance with Article 29
of the coilectiv, tm-gaining agreement, rather than as it was being done
at that time. Under the contract, overtime was paid at one-and-one-half
times for houni. worked, or a firefighter could bank overtime hours as
compensatory time at the rate of 2 compensatory hours for each hour
worked overtime, at the option of the firefighter. The City wanted to
discuss the discrepancy between the two-for-one payout at retirement
and Article• 29’s. prosision that overtime hours taken in cash be paid at
one-and-onehaif times the hourly rate.
The partm. toot on November 29, 1988, to discuss the City’s written
proposals Union Uresident Vogel indicated that any change in the over
time compenar tory time payout would violate the Article 59, 10-Year
Moratorium. The Union President indicated that the Union
would discuss the Employer’s position if the Employer put this request
in writing. The Employer R. presentative Parker indicated that the Em
ployer’s proposal was in writing. There is now disagreement as to
whether or not Union representatives then refused to bargain further
concerning the dmployei-’s offer because it would affect the Article 59
Moratori urn.
On Decentto”. .ot i988, the Union filed a grievance alleging that
compensatory ionic should be paid at the double rate and that the
Employer’s proposal to change payment of the double rate at retirement
would afibct pensisn benefits and would be a violation of Article 59,
The partie met on December 14, 1988, According to Employer rep
resentatives thern Union representative refused to discuss the compensa
tory time limpioyer position, indicating the parties had discussed
Article 59 on tivo.six occasions and were not going to discuss it again.
Posrnoaa orttm PARTIES. The Employer urges that the Pension
Moratorium t.rtiole 59 is unenforceable because it permits a grievance
arbitrator to decide statutory bargaining rights under PERA. Accordto the Employei Article 59 does not constitute a valid waiver of a
party’s righ,t to bargain on a mandatory subject. The Employer reasons
that a contractual agreement not to alter any provision relating to
pension benefits in effect is a waiver which is so vague that it applied to
everything coni ernin monetary benefits. As Arbitrator St. Antoine
indicated, according to the Employer, Article 59 is “so broad it might
lead to ludicrous results if it covers every proposal that might have some
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effect on pension benefits:’ Section 59 is so vague, according to the
Employer, that it could not possibly meet PERA standards that waiver
of bargaining rights on mandatory subjects of bargaining must be clear
and explicit and that waiver clauses expire with the term of the collec
tive bargaining agreement.
The Employer also urges that the 10-year length of Article 59, if
interpreted by the Union standards, would mean that every economic
benefit affecting pension benefits would be a prohibited subject of bar
gaining. These items would include all wages, sick leave rate, compen
satory time rate, compensatory time cap, longevity, compensatory time
paid in cash at retirement, and any other benefit that might affect
wages or final average compensation.
As to the second charge, the Employer concludes that the Union
wrongfully refused to bargain concerning a mandatory subject of bar
gaining (compensatory time) and unlawfully relied on Article 59 as an
invalid reason for refusing to bargain.
ThE UNIoN. The Union contends that the City had refused to provide
a set of last best offers, had attacked the credibility of a neutral arbitra
tor, sent a series of slanderous and vituperative letters to the arbitrator,
had refused to sign the arbitration award, and had refused to imple
ment or acknowledge the arbitration panel’s award.
‘rhe Union also contends that filing a grievance, of which the City
complains, is PERA-protected activity which cannot be the basis for a
refusal to bargain charge. The City’s allegation that the Union’s filing
of a grievance regarding the Charging Party’s longevity pay proposal
constitutes an unfair labor practice. It is not a basis for allegation of
wrongdoing as the subject matter concerns an honest contractual
dispute.
The Union, additionally contends that the filing of the Pension Mor
atorium grievance did not constitute a failure to confer in good faith—it
was in compliance with Judge Conlin’s decision to resolve contractual
disputes through the contractual grievance procedure, and not through
an Act 312 arbitration. All questions concerning Article 59 Pension
Moratorium taken to the grievance procedure cannot be the subject of
an unfair labor practice, as the judge has determined that contractual
grievance arbitration is the proper method of disposing of Article 59
disputes, according to the Union. The entire problem of Arbitrator
Frost’s deferral to Judge Conlin’s decision is moot, according to the
Union, as Arbitrator Frost based her decision on issues other than
Article 59 considerations.
The second charge that the Onion refused to bargain concerning
compensatory time is not true, according to the Union, and, in any case,
the Union had no duty to bargain concerning the payment of
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The various opinions of the arbitrators and the learned Circuit
Judge notwitirstanding, determination of allegations of unfair labor
practice chargm-, a oder hERA are the exclusive domain of the Michigan
Employment Relot:ens Cernmission. Therefore, it is recommended that
the Commismon, e accommodate the parties, find that, technically, the

.

MERC bar cwnsistently held that any waiver of bargaining rights
must be clear and unmistakable to be [ejifective, In MicLMichigan Edu
cation Amer ietion (MEA- NEA) v St Charles community Schools, 150
Mich App 763 (198.6), the Court of Appeals held that a righ.t to bargain
over a term of employment that is a mandatory subject of collective
bargaining mv be waived by a labor union ,...such waiver must be
clear and unroAtakable, In St Charles, the Court held that the parties
had, by past eacitr, ebowed coordination of insurance benefits con
trary to the collect tee Itargaining agreement, and that without a spe
cific waiver by the bnien of the past practice, the Employer could not
enforce contrary contractua.I provisions. See also Absence of Waiver to
Bargain Concerning Removal of a Work [sic], Lansing Fire Fighters
Union, Local 421 v City of Lansing, 133 Mich App 56 (1984).
Article 59 is a nullity as to either party’s right to bargain any
monetary benefit whether or not it may affect final average compensa
tion and a resaic ma change in pension benefits. There is no clear and
unmistakable namer m Article 59 to block or prohibit bargaining con
cerning the en erm ef this charge—wages, comp time, leave time, lon
gevity, or
other of the 28 contractual provisions that might affect
average compensation. Article 59 does not mention any of the
subjects of this chrirge.

Article 59 is a 1 0-year contractual term providing that the parties
agree that they give up the right to bargain subjects that affect pen
sions. Inasmuch as a ny discussion of monetary benefits couldiwould
affect average. compensation for pension purposes, Article 59 waives
bargaining coneerolng on monetary benefit. As Arbitrator St. Antoine
found—the language of Article 59 is so broad it might lead to ludicrous
results.

DiscussioN AN Co:NcLusIoN. The pivotal issue that is raised by
counsel for the City is whether Article 59 is an enforceable and valid
clause in the agreement between the parties. it is concluded that
Article 59 cannot be need as a valid reason to refuse to bargain, or to
forestall bargattoog, roncerning wages, overtime, compensatory time,
or any other proposal concerning monetary bene
sick time, lung eel
fits becauar Article hii does not constitute a valid waiver of a right
(either side) to bargain concerning mandatory subjects of bargaining.

compensatory tone because any change in compensatory time could
final average compensation and, thus, violate Article 59,
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MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
Bert H. Wicking,
Administrative Law Judge

Dated: January 18, 1990

it i

RECOMMENDED ORDER
nereby recommended that the Michigan Employment Relations
Commission order that the Respondent-Union cease and desist from
relying on Article 59 of the collective bargaining agreement between
itself and the City of Ann Arbor as a defense/reason for not bargaining
with the City of Ann Arbor concerning any mandatory subject of bar
gain nig whether or not it niay affect final average compensation con
cerning pension benefits.
It is further recommended that no notice be posted in thib matter.

Unwn has breached its bargaining obligation by, in effect, refusi.cig to
bargain concerning longevity and overtime compensation based upon
reliance on Article 59 of the parties’ collective bargaining agree ruent
because Article 59 is not a valid waiver of either party’s right to collec
tively bargain concerning mandatory subjects of bargaining.
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In the Matter of:
CITY OF DURAND POLICE DEPARTMENT,
Respondent-Public Employer,
-andTEAMSTERS STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL
WORKERS, LOCAL 214,
Charging PartyLabor Organization.
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4. Credibility Resolution
of Negotiator Credited Only Dates in Contract.
AU found that of those present at negotiations, only employer’s negotiator could produce specific testimony and
documents in support of position, which corroborated date of final pay raise in written contract, but contradicted
contract commencement and termination dates. Others at meeting did not testify or did not produce notes to
support union position. AU then found dates in contract were not correct. (No exceptions)
[1]

13-002906-CK
Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refusal to Bargain Not Found
4. Contract
FILED IN MY OFFICE
c). Expiration of Contract, Effect of
WAYNE
COUNTY CLERK
[21 Ambiguity in Expiration Date Resolved in Favor of Employer.
Although contract by its terms expired June 30, 1999, it also granted specific wage increase effective
5/10/2013
AM
from 10:48:50
July
1, 1999 until June 30, 2000. AI..J found this at lease rendered contract ambiguous as to its expiration
date,M.
so GARRETT
CATHY
required further inquiry to determine if mistake occurred when expiration date was transcribed. (No exceptions)
VII.

VII.

Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refusal to Bargain Not Found
6. Defenses
g) Mistake, Misrepresentation or Absence of Meeting of the Minds
[3] Meeting of Minds Regarding Expiration Date.
AU found parties had meeting of minds on all but one issue: expiration date of contract. AU held that evidence
substantiating employer’s view that specific wage increase granted from July 1, 1999 until June 30, 2000,
effectively created expiration date of June 30, 2000. (No exceptions)
VII.

Employer Unfair Labor Practices
H. Refusal to Bargain Not Found
6. Defenses
g) Mistake, Misrepresentation or Absence of Meeting of the Minds
[4] Mutual Mistake as to Expiration Date.

AU noted that Commission has allowed mutual mistake in contract or benefit to be corrected over
objection of opposite party, and thus corrected expiration date in contract to occur later, to reflect
end of last wage increase also found in contract. (No exceptions)
(Headnotes continued on next page)
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VII. Employer Unfair Labor Practices
I. Remedies
8. Refusal to Bargain
a> General
[5] Expiration Date Corrected Where Meeting of Minds Shown.

ALT noted that Commission has allowed mutual mistake in contract or
benefit to be corrected

over
objection of opposite party, and thus corrected
expiration date in contract to occur later, to reflect
.
e
trge
CiED
1

earlier exeCration date in contract. (No exceptione)

For Charging Party:

cc McNone F
m & Dour s P C be
Charles R. MeKone
Pinsky, Smith, Fayette & Hulswit, by
Michael L. Fayette

DECISION AND ORDER
On March 24, 2000, AU James P. Kurtz issued his Decision and Recom
mended Order in
the above matter finding that Respondent did not violate Section 10
of the Public Employment
Relations Act (PERA), 1965 PA 379, as amended, and recommending that
the Commission dismiss
the charges and complaint.
The Decision and Recommended Order of the ALT was served on the interes
ted parties in
accord with Section 16 of the Act.
The parties have had an opportunity to review the Decision and Recommende
d Order for a
period of at least 20 days from the date of service and no exceptions have
been filed by any of the
parties.
ORDER
Pursuant to Section 16 of the Act, the Commission adopts the recommended
order of the
ALT as its final order.
MICHI GAN EMPLOYvIENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
Mans Swift, Chair
Harry W. Bishop, Member
C. Barry Ott, Member
Dated: May 1, 2000

DECISION AND RECOMMENDED ORDER
OF
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
This case was heard at Detroit, Michigan, on August 25, 1999, before James P. Kurtz,
ALT
for the Michigan Employment Relations Commission, pursuant to a notice and compla
int and notice
of hearing dated June 23, 1999, issued under Section 16 of the Public Emplo
yment Relations Act
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(PERA), 1965 PA 379, as amended, MCL 423,216, MSA 17.455(16). Based upon the record
and posthearing briefs filed on October 18, 1999, the undersigned makes the following findings
of fact,
conclusions of law, and recommended order pursuant to Section 16(b) of PERA, and Section
81 of the
Administrative Procedures Act of 1969, MCL 24.28 1, MSA 3.560(181):

CHARGE AND BACKGROUND MATTERS. The charge in this case was filed by the above labor
organization (Union) on June 8. 1999. alleging that the public employer, City of Durand.
was
r
aga’
a5 a
—;
nonsupervisory unit of fuilitime police officers and sergeants. On June 28 the Employer filed
an
ar usr us up lie ‘ieatio a usa ifirunt nv lo us ‘a tw us
‘us us
us’
o°us’
the Union was attempting to take advantage of a typographical error, caused by the
Union, in
preparing the duration clause and the title page of the signed contract.
—

-

-

FACTU.L FINDINGS. This charge involves the contract replacing the 1991—1994
contract,
which expired on June 30, 1994. Bargaining on the new contract continued until the afternoon
of
July 10, 1995. The chief negotiator for the Employer was its city manager, Lynn Markiand, assisted
by the city clerk. The latter was apparently not present when the tentative agreement was reached.
On the Union side, the bargaining was handled by the business representative for the
Local,
Anthony J, Ma,rok, who was assisted by the unit steward, Paul L. Hubble. For some years the
parties’ collective bargaining agreements have been tied to the City’s fiscal year expiring on June
30.
Yearly wage increases generally, but not always, have been effective July 1. If a new contract was
not reached by the expiration date of the old, increases were normally retroactive to the starting date
of the new contract. In this case, the record establishes that the parties throughout the negotiations
discussed only yearly wage increases beginning July 1 of the contract term, with a wage increase
being offered for each year of the contract. The parties disagreed, however, over the amounts to be
granted each year.

At the July 10 meeting wages were the main issue, and a number of proposals were
exchanged by the parties, but no contract was reached. By the end of the meeting, the Employer was
seeking a 5-year contract expiring June 30, 1999, with a wage offer of 2% the first year (1994), 2.5%
the second (1995), and 3% for the remaining 3 years, fiscal 1996, 1997, and 1998. This offer had been
rejected by the Union, which was seeking 4% across the board. Before adjourning the meeting the
Employer decided to offer an additional 3% increase for the final year 1999, or what amounted to a
6year agreement. The Union also rejected this offer, and the meeting ended.
Immediately thereafter, the city manager reviewed the matter and decided to make yet
another offer. After the Union team returned to the bargaining table, Markland offered a signing
bonus of $650 for the first year, and a 3% wage increase for the next 5 years. This offer was accepted
by the Union, and the three participants signed a 1 page tentative agreement that evening. Both the
notes of Markiand and the tentative agreement set forth the following on wages and dates:
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

$650

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

This format for the tentative agreement was the same as the City’s offer to the Union
made just before the break in negotiations, except that the year 1999 was added with a 3% increase,
and the amounts for 1994 and 1995 were changed or increased. Markiand testified that the
termination date in the year “2000” was verbalized by both Marok and himself during the
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negotiations in connection with the Employers
authority to agree to any wage increase outside the
business representative by Les Barrett in 1997, did
1996, testified, but he had trouble remembering
recollection of the 3% increase for the year 1999.
anything being said about the year “2000i’

last offer. Markiand testified that he had no
term of the contract. Marok, who was replaced as
not testify. Hubble, who had taken another job in
the details of the negotiations and he had no
He further testified that he had no memory of

The Union anteed to prepare the final documert for ratification by both parties. After th.e
a

-

forwarded to the Employer in early December, containing the signatures of Marok and Hobble, This.
first typed contract had on the title page an effective date of ‘July I, 1995,” and an expiration date of
‘June 30, 1999. It also recited in the opening paragraph that it was being entered into “this first day
The contract, however, contained in the wage schedule an increase for the
of July 1995,
employees for the year beginning “7/1/99,” in addition to a signing bonus for the year beginning July
1, 1994. Though not raised by the parties, it is apparent that the effective date of the contract is a
mutual mistake, since the record is clear that the parties intended the contract to be retroactive to
the expiration date of the prior contract on June 30, 1994. The duration clause of the same
document, however, contained the “1991” and “1994” dates of the prior expired contract. Both parties
initially appear to have accepted this draft of the contract without further question.
.

.

.

At some point, however, which is not clear in the record, the obvious errors in the dates of
the duration clause were “corrected” to conform with the title sheet. Thus, the duration clause was
made to conform to the title page, and the opening paragraph of the contract, as one running from
until midnight, June 30, 1999,” rather than from July 1, 1994 to June 30, 2000. The
“July 1, 1995.
wage schedule at all times contained the increase for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1999. Neither
party noticed any mistake in the contract until Markiand raised the issue in the early part of 1999.
The benefits on both ends of the contract were paid by the Employer, and the contract was treated by
both parties as one running from 1995 to 1999.
.

.

In the summer of 1998 the Employer and the Union were negotiating a contract covering a
unit of the public works’ employees. Barrett, the business representative who replaced Marok,
telephoned Markiand on July 16, 1998 to discuss this contract. In this same conversation, Barrett
asked Markland about opening negotiations early on the police contracts. In adthtion to the unit of
full-time police officers involved in this case, the Union also represents a unit of regular part-time
officers, whose contract expired on June 30, 1999. Barrett had heard from the stewards of these units
that the City was willing to begin negotiations, and this was confirmed by Markiand. During this
same time period, Markland talked to the new steward for the full-time police officers’ unit, who had
replaced Hubble, about the need to get together on contract negotiations, which contract he then
believed was expiring in June 1999.
During preparation of the City budget for the 1999—2000 fiscal year, Markiand noticed
:while meeting with the chief of police that there was already a wage rate set for the full-time police
officers for that year. After Markland reviewed his notes of the 1995 negotiations, he recalled the
parties’ agreement that the contract for the full-time officers would not expire until June 30, 2000.
Markiand then met with the Union steward, and asked him whether he knew there was a wage
increase in the contract for the 1999—2000 fiscal year. The steward was unaware of the increase, but
indicated he would contact the Union about the matter. In March 1999 Barrett sent a letter to the
City requesting negotiations on a new contract for the full-time officers. On April 26 Barrett and
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Markland had a telephone conversation in which Markland
stated that there was a problem” with
the date of expiration of the contract.
The parties continued their negotiations on the contract for
the part-time officers. On May
10, 1999, Markland and Barrett had a follow-up telepho
ne conversation on the full-time unit.
Markiand stated that he had found his notes from the July 10,
1995 negotiations, and he faxed them
to Barrett. The Union remained unconvinced about the June
30. 2000 expiration date. On June 7.
l99 Corkiarn inronuet Barrct aa
s
r
was filed the .next day. The City paid the i.ncrease to th..e fullti.m
e c.fficers on July 1, 1999, as called
DIscussIoN AND CoNcLusIoNs, IDe Union ares that t.he parties
’ conduct, and the signed
and ratified contract fireD are consistent with a June 1999 expiration
date, and that nowhere in the
document is there a date of June 2000, The Union contends that
it is possible to have contract
provisions that extend beyond the expiration date of the contrac
t. It cites those cases that hold that
the status quo under an expired contract includes cost of living
and salary grid increases, unless
clearly limited by the contract. See Firefighters, Local 1467 v City
of Portage, 134 Mich App 466
(1984), rev’g 1981 MERC Lab Op 952 and 1982 MERC Lab
Op 191, on remand 1984 MERC Lab Op
999 (COLA provision survives expiration of contract); Detroit Pub. Schoo
ls (Bus Drivers and Site Mgt
Units) 1984 MERC Lab Op 579 (salary grid increases continue after
contract expiration). The Union
also argues that if the Employer’s argument is true, then there was no
meeting of the minds as to the
duration of the agreement, making the contract terminable at will, so
the Employer was required to
bargain upon request in any event.

The Employer takes the position that the parties did have a meeting of
the minds on the
contract’s termination date, and because of delays in preparing the final
document and the parties’
laxity, the written contract.did not conform to their actual agreement. The
Employer notes that only
Markiand testified regarding the parties’ actual agreement on the termin
ation date. It also contends
that the error in the termination date is demonstrated by the written tentati
ve agreement and the
notes of Markiand. The City argues that this documentation and the testimo
ny of Markiand prove
that there is an error in the contract’s duration clause, and the contract should
expire on June 30,
2000, rather than June 30, 1999.
[1]I agree with the Employer. The only firm and credible evidence of
the parties’
agreement regarding the contract’s term was the testimony and documentation offered
by the City.
Marok, the spokesperson for the Union team, did not testify. His notes, if there
were any, were
unavailable or not offered. Hubble, the only other person present when the tentative
agreement was
reached, admitted he had little memory of the negotiations. He did not know that
the contract
contained a wage increase for the 1999—2000 fiscal year until it was brought to his
attention before
this hearing, and he claimed to have had nothing to do with it. He could only testify
that he did not
remember the year 2000 being mentioned at the bargaining table. Markiand, on the other
hand, was
clear in his testimony that he and Marok agreed at the last minute to the 3% wage increas
e effective
July 1, 1999, and that they both agreed that as a result the contract was to terminate on
June 30,
2000. Markiand’s testimony, therefore, must control in this instance. I find that the
dates in the
written contract providing for its termination on June 30, 1999 resulted from an oversig
ht in the
drafting of the contract, and the actual date of its expiration should have read June 30, 2000.
[2lThe cases cited by the Union regarding what must be maintained as the status quo
after the expiration of the contract, such as COLA and wage grid increases, are not pertine
nt here.
What must be maintained as the status quo under an expired contract is quite differe
nt from a
mistake by the parties in transcribing the expiration clause when the contract was reduce
d to
writing. Standing alone, the July 1, 1999 wage increase, which both parties acknowledge is include
d
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in the contract, is not just another run-of-the-mill benefit granted to the Union. The granting of a
wage increase outside the term of a contract is unheard-of in the experience of the undersigned, and
no precedent for such an increase has been cited or found. Under the facts in this case, and given the
lack of authority by the Employer’s negotiator to make such a concession, the existence of the July 1
increase at least renders the contract ambiguous as to its intended expiration and requires an
explanation.

[3}The Unionir argument that a finding that the June .O, i999wxpiration date is in error
means•. that there was no meeting of the mindS on the expiration, date of the contrsrt, and the
co nract is tneefore terms able at ciii does not andy to tins cam Muteal wtake cases then
involve an issue of wheth.er there is an agreem.ent or c.ontract between the parties on a given irene,
but. in this case •.the parties were considering only two dates for the expirati..on of the contract, both
expiring on June 30 with the Employers fiscal year: Either the June :30, 2000inate prevails, or the
contract expired on June 30, 1999. The record evidence, as discussed above, substantiates the
Employer’s position that there was a meeting of the minds on the June 30, 2000-date. Compare lonia
County and 64A Dist Ct, 1999 MERC Lab Op 523 (meeting of minds found on continuation of benefit
that employer omitted from final draft of contract); with City of Grandville, 1999 MERC Lab Op -(1222-99) (no meeting of minds found on pension upgrade); see also Union City Comm Schools, 1975
MERC Lab Op 486, 488; Lowell Board of Light and Power, 1975 MERC Lab Op 221, 224.
[4,5] Where a mutual mistake in a contract or benefit has been found, the Commission has
allowed it to be corrected over the objection of the other party to the contract. See, for example,
Highland Park Sch Dist, 1978 MERC Lab Op 829, 831—832; and 1976 MERC Lab Op 622, 629—631;
compare where the mistake is unilateral, rather than mutual, Saginaw County Sheriff, 1991 MERC
Lab Op 315, 320—321. Thus, as noted above, I conclude that both parties to the contract intended it
to be effective through June 30, 2000, when they agreed to the 3% increase for the added 1999 fiscal
year, thereby agreeing to a 6, rather than 5, year contract. The parties are bound by the agreement,
and the Employer has not refused to bargain with the Union over wages and benefits for the 1999—
2000 fiscal year as alleged. All other arguments raised by Charging Party have been considered and
do not change the result. Accordingly, I recommend that the Commission enter the following order:
ORDER DISMISSING CHARGE
Based upon the findings and conclusion set forth above, the unfair labor practice charge
filed in this matter is dismissed.

MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
James P. Kurtz
Administrative Law Judge
March 24, 2000
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Michigan Employment Relations Commission
CITY OF TAYLOR, Public Employer-Respondent, and POLICE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF MICHIGAN,
Labor Organization-Charging Party

Related Index Numbers
42.11 Mandatory Subjects, Case Law
42.21 Permissive Subjects, Case Law
41.31 Bargaining Procedure, Ground Rules
41.311 Bargaining Procedure, Ground Rules, Public Statements
72.52 Refusal to Bargain in Good Faith, Bargaining Demand
APPEARANCES:

13-002906-CK
FILED IN MY OFFICE
WAYNE COUNTY CLERK
5/10/2013 10:48:50 AM
CATHY M. GARRETT

Giarmarco, Mullins and Horton, by John C. Clark, Esq., for the Respondent
Martha M. Champine, Esq., for the Charging Party
Judge I Administrative Officer
DERDARIAN
GREEN
LUMBERG
Ruling
MERC adopted an AU’s recommended dismissal of an unfair practice charge. Charging party unsuccessfully alleged
that the municipal employer violated its good faith bargaining duty by demanding negotiations over employee pen
sions in a successor agreement. The AU rejected charging party’s contention that the employers demand violated the
parties’ moratorium agreement, which provided that the pension computation wasn’t subject to negotiation, mediation
or fact-finding until after June 1, 2017. The AU found no evidence that the employer insisted to impasse on any
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disputed provision.
City’s demand to negotiate employee pensions comports with PERA
Meaning
The AU noted that a party may fulfill its statutory duty by bargaining about a subject and entering into a contract that
fixes the parties rights and forecloses further mandatory bargaining. In addition, a party may knowingly and volun
tarily ralinquish its right to baraain about a matter b aereeing to near and unambi uous contract lanrzuaae that an—
mistakabiv rs• ses 10 rihts

MERC adopted an AU’s recommended dismissal of an unfair practice charge. where exceptions were filed and then
withdrawn. Charging party unsuccessfully alleged that the municipal employer violated its good faith bargaining duty
by demanding negotiations over employee pensions in a successor agreement. The AU rejected charging party’s
contention that the employer’s demand violated the parties’ moratorium agreement, which provided that the pension
computation wasn’t subject to negotiation, mediation or fact-finding until after June 1, 2017. The AU found no evi
dence that the employer insisted to impasse on any disputed provision. Last. the city’s decision to speak to a newspaper
about the pension moratorium issue, standing alone, didn’t indicate it was bargaining in bad faith, the AU concluded.
Full Text
Decision and Order
On July 9, 2009, Administrative Law Judge (AU) Julia C. Stem issued her Decision and Recommended Order in the
above matter finding that Respondent, City of Taylor, did not violate its duty to bargain in good faith under Section
10(1 )(e) of the Public Employment Relations Act (PERA), 1965 PA 379, as amended, MCL 423.210(1 )j, as alleged
in the charge, and recommended that the charge be dismissed, The Decision and Recommended Order of the AU was
served upon the interested parties in accordance with Section 16 of PERA. Respondent requested, and was granted,
three extensions of time to file exceptions to the Decision and Recommended Order. On September 1, 2009, Re
spondent filed its exceptions with a supporting brief. (In its exceptions, Respondent did not dispute the AU’s rec
ommendation for dismissal. Respondent disagreed only with dicta in the ALl’s opinion indicating that the pension
negotiation moratorium contained in the parties’ previous contracts was lawful.) Charging Party requested. and was
granted, an extension to file a response to the exceptions. On October 9, 2009, Charging Party filed its response with a
supporting brief.
On March 23, 2010. the Commission received a letter from Respondent requesting leave to withdraw its exceptions to
the AU’s Decision and Recommended Order. Respondent’s request is hereby approved, and Respondent’s exceptions
are dismissed. Inasmuch as there are no longer exceptions to the AU’s Decision and Recommended Order said Order
is adopted by the Commission.
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Order
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Order recommended by the Administrative Law Judge shall become the Order of
the Commission.
Decision and Recommended Order of Administrative Law Judge
*:c-,v.
to Sections 10 and 16 of the ub Fmp1o ment
thEA), 965
as amended. 4201
-12321 and 423.2 16, this. ante as ins nd at Detroit. in inhiean on Ifinvemitef 1 2.008, befare Adrni.oisnat be
\tlO:rST...tt.S Heariatss and Rules fda the Mfdhigan .Ensplo raen.t Rinat uris
Sssrr .f the Scan
Judeiulia.
Based anon the emits. tea cud, i.n udine nosohearima briefs. filed he the otieties. on .sr ba.fote February 0..
2009. 1 make the followinri findincu he Fiat, cunclusions of law. and recommended order.
.

The Unfair Labor Practice Charge
The Police Officers Association of Michigan filed this charge against the City of Taylor on June 5. 2008. Charging
Party represents a bargaining unit of approximately seventy-nine nonsupervisory patrol officers and corporals em
ployed by Respondent in its police department. Article 12 of the parties most recent collective bargaining agreement,
which expired on June 30, 2008. included, among other provisions, the following sentence, Fina1 average compen
sation shall not be subject to negotiation andlor Act 312 arbitration in any future contracts until February 1, 2017.” The
charge in this case alleges that Respondent violated its duty to bargain in good faith by demanding that Charging Party
negotiate changes to pensions in their successor agreement that violate the parties pensions moratorium agreement,
and by speaking to a local newspaper about this issue in violation of the parties negotiating ground rules.
Findings of Fact
History of the Pension Moratorium Provision
Charging Party became the bargaining representative for Respondent’s nonsupervisory patrol officers and corporals in
2002, replacing the employee’s previous bargaining agent, the Taylor Corporals/Detectives/Patrolmen/Cadets Asso
ciation, Fraternal Order of Police (FOP). The contracts between Respondent and the FOP provided employees with a
defined benefit pension plan. An employees pension upon retirement was calculated by multiplying the employee’s
final average compensation (FAC) by a percentage (pension multiplier) and his or her years of service. The pension
multiplier and retirement eligibility provisions were set forth in the contracts. The contracts also contained provisions
requiring employees to make contributions to the pension fund. The 1991-1994, 1994-1997. and 1997-2002 collective
bargaining agreements between Respondent and the FOP included the following provision:
A. Pensions for sworn officers who began employment with the City prior to May 30. 1992 will be based on FAC as
listed below. Final Average compensation shall not be subject to negotiation andJor Act 312 arbitration in anvfi.iture
contracts until February 1. 2017. The Association agrees not to seek other pension improvements in hank caps. years
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included major changes to pension benefits. First. Respondent proposed to eliminate the defined benefit pension plan
for new employees employees hired on or after July 1. 2008. Second, for employees hired before that date. Re
spondent proposed to cap FAC at twenty percent above the employees annual final base wage (excluding longevity.
holiday pay and any other additional monies paid to him) at the time of retirement. Third, Respondent proposed to
increase employees pension contributions. Finally, Respondent proposed to exclude overtime and payoffs for accrued
vacation and sick leave from FAC. Charging Party objected to the pension proposals as violating the pension mora
torium language. It did not indicate whether its objection extended to all four parts of Respondents proposal. Re
spondent said that its position was that the pension moratorium was unenforceable. Respondent suggested that the
parties enter into a MOU stating that they would discuss Respondents proposals without either party waiving its legal
nosition as to the enforceahilits oh the rnorato rium. Charaine Party said that it
old constder this, A dci or sea Per
1i---O
m i’m
5
P,t’ ,‘:ct rt
hp \f(iT ict,
5
--

a nrackcc Seance en

en

2008. neither

ccitt reouestem

to meet

April 15 and Mas 1. 1. 2008, Clark spoke to a reporter from a local newciaper absut RespondeniJs
plan to file an action for declaratory judgment in Wayne County Circuit Court seeking to have the moratorium pro
vision declared invalid and unenforceable as against public policy. Clark’s comments were printed in the newspaper on
May 11. On May 12. 2008. Respondent filed the lawsuit. In the complaint, Respondent maintained that its pension and
retiree health insurance costs were skyrocketing. It also asserted that as a result of rising labor costs and falling rev
enues, Respondent’s unreserved fund balance had plummeted and its reserves for contingencies had been extin
guished. On June 5. 2008. Charging Party filed the instant charge.
Sometime between

Discussion and Conclusions of Law
The duty to bargain under Section 15 of PERA extends to those subjects found within the scope of the phrase “wages,
hours and terms and conditions of employment.” Subjects included within that phrase are referred to as mandatory
subjects of bargaining. Once a specific subject has been classified as a mandatory subject of bargaining, the parties are
required to bargain concerning the subject if it has been proposed by either party, and neither party may take unilateral
action on the subject absent an impasse in the negotiations. The remaining matters not classified as mandatory subjects
of bargaining are referred to as either permissive” or “illegal” subjects of bargaining. The parties may bargain by
mutual agreement on a permissive subject, but neither side may insist on bargaining to the point of impasse. Detroit
Police Officers Assn v. City of Detroit, 391 Mich 44,54-55 (1974). The parties are not prohibited from discussing an
illegal subject of bargaining, although a contract provision embodying an illegal subject is unenforceable. Detroit
Police Officers Ass’n; Michigan State AFL-CIO v. MERC, 453 Mich 362. 380 (1996).
A party can fulfill its statutory duty by bargaining about a subject and entering into a contract that fixes the parties’
rights and forecloses further mandatory bargaining. Port Huron Educ Assn, MEAJNEA v. Port Huron Area School
Dist., 452 Mich 309, 318 (1996). In addition, a party may knowingly and voluntarily relinquish its right to bargain
about a matter by agreeing to clear and unambiguous contract language that unmistakably waives its rights. Port
Huron, at 320: Amalgamated Transit Union v. Southeastern Michigan Transportation Authority. 437 Mich. 441.
361(1991).
Pensions. and all significant provisions of pension plans, are mandatory subjects of collective bargaining under
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PERA. Detroit Police Officers Assn v. Ciyof Detroit2 iMjcppj39l 1995); Detroit Police Officers Assn,
391 Mich 44 at 63, The charge in this case alleged that Respondent demanded to bargain over changes in the pension
provisions of the collective bargaining agreement in violation of the pension moratorium contained in Article 12.4. In
its brief, however. Charging Party asserts only that Respondent unlawfully sought these changes. The record reflects
that in pril 2008. Respondent presented proposals which Charging Party claimed were within the scope of the pen
sion moratorium. Respondent argued that the pension moratorium clause was invalid. Charging Party disagreed.
Respondent then suggested that the parties agree to leave the proposals on the table, with Charging Party reserving the
right to argue later that it had no obligation to bargain over them. Charging Party rejected this suggestion. After this
exchange, neither party requested further bargaining. Apparently, both parties agreed to wait until the pension mor
I
a a
a
r
a
hrn
to the bareajojo tabie.. even if Chaaeina .Partv had no ob1iation
h-rv. I
imoas.s.e on a.nu of the d.ianuted oravisons or that : refused to eon.tinue bareain no u.nless
Res000dent msiste.o
-

Char in Parry aereed to discuss them. F or thi.s r story I necunimend that the Cc i.niissio a. clsmiss. the
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rrr
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violated the parties pension moratorium agreement.
However, it is apparent that the parties have an ongoing dispute over the validity and scope of the pension moratorium
provision which both parties wish to have resolved. For this reason, I will analyze the arguments raised by Respondent
in its brief, even though the discussion that follows is dicta.
Respondent makes three arguments in its defense. First, it asserts that the pension moratorium is contrary to the
purposes of PERA, including its goal of promoting good faith bargaining and the prompt resolution of labor disputes.
Respondent points out that, like other municipalities in Michigan, it is now facing an unprecedented economic crisis of
undeterminable duration, with falling revenues and escalating pension and insurance costs. It maintains that gaining
control over these costs is absolutely vital to both its short and long term fiscal stability. Respondent asserts that for
collective bargaining to be viable, it is essential that the parties be free to negotiate on a regular basis, especially with
respect to economic subjects. The lengthy pension moratorium that Article 12.4 arguably provides, it asserts, conflicts
with the fundamental purposes of the Act. Accordingly, Respondent asks the Commission to declare the pension
moratorium provision unenforceable as contrary to PERA.
Respondent’s second argument is that the pension moratorium provision is too ambiguous, confusing and contradic
tory be given any effect. It points out that although Article 12.4 begins with an absolute prohibition on negotiations
over FAC, its second sentence refers to ‘any other directly related pension benefit.” Respondent maintains that since
this phrase is undefined in Article 12.4. it could be interpreted to broaden the moratorium beyond FAC. However,
according to Respondent, the next sentence. beginning “This provision shall not be applicable
carves out excep
tions so significant as to render the first sentence, and the entire clause, meaningless. Respondent also argues that
under any reading, the pension moratorium clause does not encompass Respondent’s proposal to eliminate the defined
benefit plan for new hires or its proposal to increase employee pension contributions..[FN2
Respondent’s third argument is that the parties, by negotiating numerous changes in pensions since 1992, have
demonstrated their intent to render the pension moratorium provision null and void. Respondent cites Port Huron Ed
Ass’n, at 312. in which the Supreme Court held that unambiguous contract language controls unless there is a past
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practice so widely acknowledged and mutually accepted that it amends the contract, and Detroit Police Officers Ass’n
V. Detroit. 452 Mich 339(1996). In the latter, the Supreme Court held that by effectively ignoring an express provision
in the city charter/collective bargaining agreement over a period of decades. the parties had demonstrated their
agreement to modify that provision.
In Ann Arbor Fire Fighters Local 1733, 1990 MERC Lab Op 528. an employer argued. as Respondent does here, that
a so-called pension moratorium agreement was contrary to the purposes of the Act. The employer filed an unfair labor
practice charge after the union argued to an Act 312 arbitration panel that the pension moratorium provision in the
parties expired contract barred the panel from ruling on the employer’s proposals to make certain changes in benefits
not specifically related to pensions. Specifical.ly, the employer çroposed to replace longevity increases incorporated
into the employre’s base wage with lump sum longevity payments and to change the rate of payme’nt for com.pensatorv
h.ours paid out in a lump sum upon retirement for rec.ently hired employees from double time to time.anda4ia.lf, The
union, argued that the employer had waived its right to bargain over these c..hanges ‘because the cha’ages would affect
FAC and, therefore, the amount of the employees’ pensions. The clause u.pon which the union relied read, in pertinent
part, as follows:
b. The parties further agree that, except as provided in paragraph c, neither shall alter or attempt to alter, add to or
attempt to add to, through negotiation, arbitration or court or administrative action, any provision or practice related to
pension benefits currently in effect. This prohibition shall be for a period often (10) years, commencing July I, 1981.
The parties further agree that this prohibition does not preclude procedural changes adopted by the City’s Pension
Board based on recommendations from the Board’s actuary as related to actuarial assumptions which to not affect
retirees’ benetit levels.
c. If mutually agreed to, either party may raise. during collective bargaining, an issue related to manning or pension. If
the issue or issues raised are not agreed to by the parties. the issue or issues cannot be submitted to arbitration unless
the parties mutually agree to their submission.
Over a year before the charge was filed, a grievance arbitrator ruled that the above language constituted a broad ban on
changes in “virtually anything” related to pensions.
The Commission first noted that while bargaining waivers contained in a contract are presumed to expire with the
expiration of the contract, in Ann Arbor Fire Fighters the parties had clearly expressed their intent that the waiver
extend beyond the contract term. It also rejected the employer’s argument that it should declare the clause invalid or
unenforceable because the agreement was unconscionably long. It stated that it was not authorized by PERA to police
the contents of agreements to redress imbalances in bargaining power between parties. and held that it was not willing
to hold that parties could not enter into a valid bargaining waiver of ten years duration.
In this case. there is no dispute that the parties freely and knowingly entered into the contract language which is the
subject of this dispute. As the Commission noted in Ann Arbor Fire Fighters.it is not the Commission’s role to reform
an agreement reached by parties to a collective bargaining relationship or to alter the bargain they intentionally
reached, even if this agreement has bad consequences tbr one of the parties or for the bargaining unit as a whole.
IfNOne of the fundamental purposes of PERA is the encouragement of the voluntary settlement of disputes and the
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incorporation of these settlements into wTitten agreements. In Ann Arbor.the Commission refused. I believe correctly.
to hold that parties cannot enter into a valid agreement waiving their rights to bargain over a specific topic or topics
after the expiration of the document in which the waiver is contained. Like the pension moratorium in Ann Arbor,the
moratorium in this case has an ending date, even though it is a decade into the future. I am as reluctant as the Com
mission was in Ann Arborto hold that a bargaining waiver with an ending date is an “unconscionable” agreement.
[FN4]I conclude that the pension moratorium contained in Article 12.4 was not an illegal agreement, and that it would
be inappropriate for the Commission to declare this agreement invalid.
I agree with the Commission in Ann Arbor, however, that a pension moratorium, as a written waiver of the right to
iie
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icoed that the oroaC ia.neuaoe of the morsto.r ciii clause ii tint case an not consta.ute a clear and
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because neither of these topics were explicitly menttoned in the provisuen. in thIs case, Respondent argues that Article
12.4 does not clearly and unmistakably waive anything because it contains so many contradictions that it is without
meaning. I disagree. Read as a document drafted by parties familiar with both the collective bargaining process and
pension terms of art. I find the language unambiguous. The second sentence, “Final Average Compensation shall not
be subject to negotiation and/or Act 312 arbitration in any future contracts until February 1, 2017,” clearly and un
ambiguously expresses the parties’ intent that neither party be compelled to bargain over proposals to change how
FAC is computed for the duration of the moratorium. Both parties clearly knew that this sentence would not become
an issue unless the parties disagreed. and they clearly did not intend to prohibit themselves from mutually agreeing to
changes in FAC for the period of the moratorium. The third sentence clearly waives Charging Party’s right to demand
bargaining over increases in the amount of sick, vacation and bonus leave employees can be paid for at retirement. i.e.
banks caps, as well as other components of the pension unrelated to FAC, such as service credits and the pension
multiplier. Again, this sentence gave Respondent the right to refuse to bargain over proposals of this nature. but did not
prohibit Charging Party from making such proposals or the parties from mutually agreeing to them. Finally, the fourth
sentence makes it clear that the parties’ duty to bargain over wages, longevity pay, sick, vacation and holiday pay is not
affected by the provision.
—

Applying the unambiguous language of Article 12.4 to the actual proposals presented by Respondent in April 2008, I
tind that Charging Party had a right to refuse to bargain over the exclusion of overtime pay and accrued vacation and
sick leave from FAC. and the imposition of a ceiling on FAC, because these issues affect how FAC is computed. I find
that Article 12.4 does not waive Respondent’s right to bargain over an increase in the employee contribution to the
pension fund, a subject not mentioned in the clause and unrelated to FAC. I also find that Respondent did not waive its
right to bargain over a change from a defined benefit to a defined contribution pension plan for new employees. FAC
is a term with meaning only in the context of a defined benefit pension plan. However. Article 12.4 does not clearly
and unambiguously require Respondent to provide a defined benefit plan for new employees hired after the term of the
expired contract and not previously covered by any pension plan.
I also find that the parties did not agree to modify Article 12.4 by agreeing to certain changes in the pension provisions
over the term of the moratorium. As indicated above, when parties enter into language waiving a party’s rights to
bargain, they expect the waiver to take effect only when the other party asserts it. Insofar as the record discloses,
Respondent and Charging Party mutually agreed to bargain over the changes in FAC that were incorporated into their
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2002-2005 contract. The fact that these changes were proposed and agreed to by one of the parties does not demon
strate that the parties agreed that the pension moratorium could not be asserted by either party for the remainder of its
life.
Charging Party also alleges that Respondent violated its duty to bargain by speaking to a newspaper about the pension
moratorium issue without giving Charging Party advance notice. thereby allegedly violating the parties negotiating
ground rules. I addressed a similar argument in Grand Rapids Public Museum. 2002 MERC Lab Op 222, a decision
and recommended order written by me and adopted by the Commission when no exceptions were filed. See also Sault
Ste Marie Ed As&n, 20 MPER 89 (2007), (no exceptions). After reviewing decisions on this issue by labor relations
arencies in other states and the National Labor Re.Iations Board, I concluded that a vic.lation of a negotiating ground
rule should bt. considered an unfair irbor practice only in the context of the partied other conduct. I conti.n.ue to adhere
to that view, and •i find that Respondrods decision to speak to the ne.wspaper in th.is case, stand.ing alone, does not
support a findin.g that it was bargaining in bad faith.
In accord with the findings of fact and discussion and conclusions of law above, I conclude that Respondent did not
violate its duty to bargain by its conduct in this case. I recommend, therefore, that the Commission issue the following
order.
Recommended Order
The charge in this case is dismissed in its entirety.
FNI. Sick leave and vacation leave are placed in banks as they are accrued. There is a cap on the number of sick and
vacation hours that can be banked. After an employee reaches the cap, the employee is paid for leave as it accrues.
When an employee retires, he is paid a lump sum for his banked sick and vacation leave hours.
FN2. It is not clear whether Charging Party is arguing that the pension moratorium covers all of the pension proposals
made by Respondent on April 15, 2008. The charge alleges only that Respondent demanded to bargain changes to the
pension provisions “involving the components of final average compensation,” and Charging Party’s brief does not
even mention Respondent’s proposal to increase the pension contribution.
FN3. Although neither party makes this point, the inevitable effect of the pension moratorium in the current economic
climate is reduced wages, benefits and job security for active members of the unit.

4. In support of its argument. Respondent cites two cases arising under the National Labor Relations Act. Neither of
the cases is apposite. In National Labor Relations Board v. Reed & Prince Mf Co.. 118 F2d 874 (1941), the Court held
that it was an unfair labor practice for an employer to insist on a contract clause in which the union and employees
agreed that during the term of the agreement or “at any time in the future” they would not request or demand either a
closed shop or dues checkoff. In National Labor Relations Board v. National Licorice Co.. 309 US 35() (1940), the
Supreme Court affirmed the National Labor Relations Board’s finding that the employer committed multiple unfair
labor practices, including coercing its employees into signing individual contracts promising not to demand a closed
shop or a signed agreement with the union, and affirmed the Board’s order requiring the employer to take no action to
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Judge I Administrative Officer
LYNCH
GREEN
LUMBERG
Ruling
MERC dismissed a union’s representation petition, through which it sought to sever police officers, detectives and
emergency dispatchers from a broad union of nonsupervisory employees currently represented by the incumbent
union. The connact bar began to run on December 4, 2002. when the county employers ratified the agreement. MERC
found. Accordingly. the petition was barred because it was flied by the union more than 150 days prior to expiration of
the third year of a five-year agreement, it concluded.
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Contract bar results in dismissal of unions representation petition
Meaning
MERC observed that the “window period,” during which a valid petition for election may be filed for public em
ployees covered by PERA (except for school employees), is from 150 to 90 days prior to the bargaining agreements
expiration.

MERC dism.issed a unionh representation petition, through which i.t sought to sever police officers, detectives and
emerge.ncy dispatchers from a broad un.ion of nonsupervisory emp.loyees currently represented by the incumbent
union. It observed that the “window period,’ during which a valid petition for election may be filed for public em
ployees covered by PERA (except for school employees), is from 150 to 90 days prior to the bargaining agreement’s
expiration. Here, the contract bar began to run on December 4, 2002. when the county employers ratified the agree
ment, MERC found. Accordingly, the petition was barred because it was filed by the union more than 150 days prior to
expiration of the third year of a five-year agreement, it concluded.
Full Text
Decision and Order Dismissing Petition for Representation Election
Pursuant to Sections 12 and 13 of the Public Employment Relations Act (PERA), 1965 PA 379, as amended, MCL
423.212 and 412.213, this matter was assigned to David M. Peltz, Administrative Law Judge for the Michigan Em
ployment Relations Commission. On or before August 8, 2005, the parties agreed to a stipulation of facts in lieu of a
formal hearing. Based upon the entire record, including the stipulation, exhibits, and briefs, the Commission finds as
follows:
The Petition:
In the petition for representation election filed on April 21, 2005, and amended on May 11, 2005, the Michigan As
sociation of Police (MAP) seeks to sever police officers, detectives, and emergency dispatchers from a broad unit of
nonsupervisory employees currently represented for purposes of collective bargaining by the Police Officers Asso
ciation of Michigan (POAM). Petitioner contends that severance is appropriate because the existing bargaining unit
consists, in part, of employees who are ineligible for compulsory arbitration under 1969 PA 312, as amended MCL
423.231 et seq. The County of Washtenaw and the Washtenaw County Sheriff (the Employers) and the POAM
oppose the petition, arguing that it is barred by Section 14 of PERA.
Facts:
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The stipulation of facts submitted by the parties in this matter provides, in pertinent part:
4. The County of Washtenaw Board of Commissioners and Washtenaw County Sheriff and POAM are operating
under a collective bargaining agreement in effect beginning January 1, 2002 through December 21, 2006, a five year
contract.
5. This agreement was ratified by the local union November 25, 2002, subject to final approval by the POAM.
6. This [aigreement was approved by the County of Washtenaw Board of Com.missioners in a resolution dated De
cember 4. 2002, and was voted on in a public n.eeting held on that date.

8. A final collective bargaining agreement was signed by the duly authorized Union representative on May 23, 2003.
9. After the duly authorized union representative signed the agreement on May 23, 2003, and before it was signed by
County of Washtenaw Board of Commissioners Chairperson, Leah Gunn at an open meeting of the Board of Com
missioners on June 4, 2003, it was also signed by Sheriff David J. Minzey.
10. This collective bargaining agreement was signed and sealed by the County Clerk, Peggy M. Haines, on June 9,
2003.
11. There are no other unit composition issues including but not limited to the Petitioner’s ability to petition for a
severance of the law enforcement unit from the original unit.
Conclusions of Law:
The sole issue to be decided in this matter is whether MAPs April 21, 2005 petition for election was timely filed under
Section 14 of PERA, which provides that a valid collective bargaining agreement may bar an election for a period of
up to three years. Section 14 of PERA states, in pertinent part:
An election shall not be directed in any bargaining unit or sub-division thereof where there is in force and effect a valid
collective bargaining agreement which was not prematurely extended and which is of fixed duration. A collective
bargaining agreement shall not bar an election upon the petition of persons not parties thereto where more than three
years have elapsed since the agreement’s execution or last timely renewal, whichever was later.
The window period during which a valid petition for election may be filed for public employees covered by PERA,
other than school employees, is from 150 to 90 days prior to the expiration of the collective bargaining agreement.
Rule 14l(3)(b) of the Commission’s General Rules, 2002
S..R423.14lj3b. This window period is intended to
stabilize collective bargaining by allowing the last 90 days of an agreement to be free from questions concerning
representation. Garden City Bd. of Ed., 1989 MERC Lab. Op. 1045.
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The Employers and the POAM contend that MAP’s petition for election should be dismissed because it was filed on
April 21. 2005, more than 150 days prior to the expiration of the third year of the five-year contract. beginning with
May 23, 2003, the date the agreement was signed by the Union. According to MAP, the contract bar period in this case
should begin on January 1, 2002, the effective date of the POAM’s current agreement with the Employers. Therefore,
MAP contends that the petition is timely because it was filed more than three years after the expiration of the third year
of the contract.
We disagree with MAPs assertion that reliance on the effective date of the collective bargaining agreement is the only
to orevent th.e oartie.s from arbitrariic extendin the corttract bar ra-eriol in contravention of Section if of PERth.

Deod. 1999 M.ERC .ndb 9Th 189. 2)4th96 em distincui.shed Cite- of Women and exolained that the ISIRBa contract
bar ru.ie is not t.he result of a statut.ory provision. “it is se.ifd.mposed and discretionary in applicationW and not anal
ogous to the contract bar rule under PERA.
Although Section 14 of PERA states that the contract bar period begins to run from the date of “execution,” that term
is not specifically defined within the Act. When terms are not expressly defined by statute, it is appropriate to consult
dictionary definitions. Words should be given their common, generally accepted meaning, if consistent with the leg
islative aim in enacting the statute. Tull v. WTF. Inc.. 268 Mich. Ann. 24 (2005); Rose Hill Center. Inc. v. Holly Twp.,
224 Mich. App. 28. 33 (1997). In this context. “execution” is generally understood to mean the “[validation of a
written instrument, such as a contract or will, by fulfilling the necessary legal requirements.” Blacks Law Dictionary
(8th ed. 2004). A collective bargaining agreement is considered complete and binding upon the parties once it is
reduced to writing and signed or, if required, upon ratification by the parties. See e.g. City of Pontiac, 1992 MERC
Lab. op. 245: Shelby Twp.. 1989 MERC Lab. Op. 704, 708-709. See also MCL 423.2 15, which permits the “execu
tion” of a negotiated collective bargaining agreement by incorporation in a “written contract, ordinance or resolution.”

In the instant case, the POAM and the Employers reached a tentative agreement on a five-year collective bargaining
agreement covering the period January 1. 2002 to December 31, 2006. Although that agreement remained unsigned
until May 23, 2003, it was ratified by the members of the bargaining unit on November 25, 2002, and by the Em
ployers on December 4, 2002. We conclude that the contract bar period began to run on December 4. 2002, when the
agreement became final and binding on the parties, and that the subsequent signing of the written document incor
porating the terms of that agreement was a mere formality or ministerial act. See e.g. City of Brighton. 1990 MERC
Lab. Op. 329, 33 1-332; Shelby Twp.. supra; City of Lincoln Park, 1982 MERC Lab. Op. 479. 492-493 (no excep
tions): Dickinson C’o. Memorial J-Iosp.. 1978 MERC Lab. op. 1250. 1254. Accordingly, the April 21, 2005. petition
for election must be dismissed because it was filed by MAP more than 150 days prior to the expiration of the third year
of the five-year agreement.

Order
Based upon the above findings of fact and conclusions of law, the petition for a representation election filed by MAP
is hereby dismissed.
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PER CURIAM.
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Plaintiffs appeal by right from the opinion and order of the trial court denying their motion for summary disposition
and granting summary disposition to garnishee-defendant AAA of Michigan (AAA) pursuant to MCR 2.116(C)(10). We
affirm.
I. BASIC FACTS
This appeal arises out of a garnishment proceeding brought by plaintiffs. Plaintiffs originally brought suit in 2005
against defendant Michael Jablonowski seeking damages for injuries Wad Dohko allegedly sustained on April 8, 2003.
as a result of a fall on the Elgin Street property where Michael resided.
Markus and Henia Jablonowski had purchased the Elgin Street property in 1966. Following the death of Markus,
Henia became the sole owner of the property until her death on June 20, 2002. Michael (Henias son) lived with Henia
before her death, and continued to live in the home after her death until the home was conveyed to an unrelated seller in
2005. Michael never had an ownership interest in the property.
Prior to her death. Henia had purchased a homeowners insurance policy from AAA: the parties agree that a
homeowners policy in [*2] her name was in place from February 4. 2002 to February 4. 2003. The parties agree that
Michael was covered under this policy as a “resident relative. Although this policy was not produced at trial, it appears
the parties agree that only Henia was listed as the named insured.
In late 2002. after Henias death. AAA mailed a “Renewal Homeowners Declaration Certificate” to Henia at the
Elgin street address. Henia was the only named insured listed on the certificate. The renewal policy term was to be from
February 4, 2003 to February 4. 2004. Plaintiffs allege that Michael paid for the renewal of this policy: AA agreed
with the allegation for the purposes of summary disposition and the instant appeal.
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The policy thus was renewed for the February 4. 2003 to February 4, 2004 term. with Henia listed as the sole
named insured. On April 8, 2003. Wael slipped and fell on a snow or ice-covered handicap ramp while delivering mail
to the Elgin Street address. Michael moved out of the house on Elgin Street on June 11, 2005.
Plaintiffs filed suit in 2005. but were not able to serve Michael by personal service: they obtained the trial court’s
permission for substituted service by mail and posting [*31 of the summons at the Elgin Street property. Michael did not
plead or appear in the action, and plaintiffs obtained a default and default judgment in the amount of $250.000 against
him.
iccording to Michael. he first learned of the lawsuit when plaintiffs unsuccessfully attempted to obtain satisfaction
on their judgment from his mothers estate. Shortly thereafter, he notifIed AAA by telephone of Wads fall on the
property. Computer records of AAA introduced below indicate that AAA was aware of the lawsuit and Henias death by
July 23, 2006. The computer records also indicated that the claim.s adjuster for AAA, Deborah Hoehnscheid. was not
sure about coverage here. whether there was ever proper service, whether there. is an issue regarding the insurance status
ow.
insuree. as daceased at. the time of this loss an.d
r a
iaintiffd claim on October 26. 2000
‘--

—

Plaintjtts then filed a writ at earnishment acainst the 2 Ri5 polO.v !s.saefi by .0000
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requests for admissions en AAA. requesting documents related to the policy, claims history. and when and how AAA
was notified of plaintiffs’ suit, although they did not specifically request an “underwTiting file.” AAA answered the
interrogatories and provided the requested documents.

During this time period, Michael attempted to have the default judgment set aside, but was unsuccessful. No further
action occurred until November of 2008. when plaintiffs filed a second writ of garnishment against the policy: AAA
responded the same as it did the first writ. Plaintiffs then sent additional interrogatories inquiring into premium
payments after Henia’s death and any claims paid on behalf of Michael, although there again was no specific request for
an underwriting file. AAA answered these interrogatories as well, and indicated that it could not determine who paid
any premiums after Henia’s death, or when they were paid, stating “Records not available. Premium payment
information purged.”
In October of 2009, plaintiffs mailed supplemental interrogatories and a deposition notice to AAA that made the
first specific mention of the term [*5] “underwriting file.” The request for the underwriting file was repeated in two
deposition notices in 2010. AAA’s Deborah Hoehnscheid testified that she requested that the underwriting department
produce any relevant documents prior to her deposition, but that she was informed on March 16, 2010 that all
information on the 2003-2004 policy had been purged pursuant to AAA’s corporate retention policy.
Plaintiffs moved for entry ofjudgment and summary disposition against AAA in late 2010, arguing that the policy
provided for coverage and that they were entitled to an adverse inference due to AAA’s destruction of its files; AAA
responded with its own motion for summary disposition, stating that the policy was invalid because of Henia’s death,
and that it had purged its files as a result of good-faith routine procedures. The trial court heard oral arguments on the
parties’ motions, and issued an opinion and order in June 2011 denying plaintiffs’ motion and granting summary
disposition to AAA. The trial court concluded that the 2003-2004 homeowner’s policy excluded coverage of plaintiffs’
claim, because the declaration certificate only named Henia as the named insured and Michael could not [*61 be an
insured “resident relative” as “one could not possibly reside with a deceased homeowner.” The trial court also found that
the policy was not transferred to Michael.
The trial court also addressed plaintiffs’ argument that they were entitled to an adverse inference due to AAA’s
destruction of its flIes:
With regard to the destruction of the underwriting files and whether AAA was ever on notice of Ms.
Jablonowski’s death--first. the testimony of Ms. Hoenscheid was that AAA does not necessarily maintain
an underwriting file on each of its accounts: second, it would be difficult, if not impossible to prove a
negative-that it was not notified of Ms. Jablonowski’s death. Here, the evidence shows that AAA was not
on notice of the death as it renewed the policy in Ms. Jablonowski’s name--query. why would AAA
renew a policy in the name of a deceased homeowner?
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Plaintiffs moved for reconsideration, which the trial court denied.
IL SPOLIATION OF EVIDENCE
On appeal, plaintiffs first argue that they were entitled to an adverse inference; specifically that AAA intentionally
issued the 2003-2004 policy with notice of Henias death. Although we agree that AAA should not have purged its files,
we disagree [*7] that the trial courts ruling requires reversal.
A trial courts decision on sanctions for failure to preserve evidence will be reversed ‘only upon a finding that there
has been a clear abuse of discretion.” See Citizens Ins Co ofAmerica v Juno Lighting, Inc. 247 Mich App 236, 242; 635
NW2d 379 (2001), quoting MASB-SEG Property/casualty Pool, Inc v Metalux. 231 Mich App 393, 400; 586 NW2d
549 (1998). An abuse of discretion occurs when the trial court’s decision falls outside the range of principled outcomes.
Woodard v Custer. 476 Mich 545, 557; 719 NW2d 842 (2006).
MCR 1313(B) permits a trial court to impose sanctions for failure to comply with a discovery order. The court rule
is inapplicable “in the absence of a discovery order7 Brenner v Kolk, 226 Mich App 149, 159; 573 NW2d 65 (1.997).
Nonetheless, “[a] trial court has the authority, derived from its inherent powers, to sanction a party for thi.ling to preserve
evidence that it knows or s.hou.id know is re•ievant before litigation is commenced$ Bloemendaal v Town & Nountry
Sports Cry Joe, 255 Mich App 207, 2.11; 659 NAV2.d 684 (2002), citing A4SB00.1G Propertv/Pasualc Pool, Ide, 231
Mich App at 400.
Spoiiation can occur in the absence [*8] of a discovery order. Brenner, 226 Mich App at 160, Spoliation of
evidence occurs when a party either deliberately or accidentally destroys or loses crucial evidence, or when a party fails
to preserve such evidence when it is under a duty to preserve evidence that it knows or reasonably should know is
relevant to the action. Id. The litigant is under such a duty ‘[e]ven when an action has not been commenced and there is
only a potential for litigation[.]” Id. at 162.
An appropriate consequence for a party’s failure to preserve evidence may be “an instruction to the jury that it may
draw an inference adverse to the culpable party from the absence of the evidence.” Brenner, 226 Mich App at 161. Here,
plaintiffs argue that the trial court should have drawn such an adverse inference in determining the parties’ crossmotions for summary disposition. Plaintiffs further argue that the effect of this inference would be for the trial court to
conclude that AAA intentionally issued the 2003-2004 policy with knowledge of Henia’s death. Plaintiffs have not
provided this Court with an example of the application of an “adverse inference” in the context of a motion for summary
disposition under MCR 2.ll6(C)(lO). [*9] This Court is not obligated to discover and rationalize the basis for a party’s
claims. See Wilson v Taylor, 457 Mich 232, 243; 577 NW2d 100 (1998). From our review of the case law, this issue has
not been squarely addressed. But there is support for applying an adverse inference, in appropriate circumstances, in the
summary disposition context. See Banks v Exxon Mobil, 477 Mich 983, 984; 725 NW 2d 455 (2007) (Marilyn I. Kelly,
J., concurring). Even assuming that these “adverse inference” principles apply in a summary disposition context,
however, we conclude that the trial court did not err by failing to conclude that AAA intentionally issued the 2003-2004
policy with knowledge of Henia’s death.
As a threshold matter, we note that AAA should have preserved any files related to the 2003-2004 policy, rather
than allow them to be purged from its computers after six years. AAA’s own record retention policy allowed for a
“litigation hold” to be placed on information when it was informed of pending litigation. Although AAA argues that
plaintiffs never specifically requested an “underwriting file” until more than six years after the accident, the record
shows that (1) AAA was informed of [* 10] the accident in 2006, (2) AAA knew there was an issue surrounding the
death of Henia and the renewal of the policy in 2006, (3) plaintiffs commenced a garnishment action related to the 20032004 policy in 2006, (4) AAA received interrogatories from plaintiffs requesting documents relating to premium
payments after Henia’s death and any claims paid on behalf of Michael and (5) these interrogatories were received prior
to the six-year deadline. The record is sufficient for this Court to conclude that AAA knew or should have known that
there was a potential for litigation, and that any information relating to the 2003-2004 policy could be relevant to that
litigation. Brenner, 226 Mich App at 160, 162. Therefore, the underwriting files, if any, should not have been purged.
However, we reject plaintiffs’ argument that the trial court was obligated, because of this purge, to conclude that
underwriting files existed that would conclusively prove that AAA intentionally issued the policy with knowledge of
Henia’s death. Plaintiffs allege that they are not seeking sanctions for the destruction of evidence, but are “seeking
merely to have an adverse inference imposed against Garnishee-Appellee [* 11] for destroying (whether or not with
malicious intent) their underwriting file.” However, plaintiffs’ suggested remedy would amount to an adverse
presumption against AAA, not a mere inference.
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The presumption that unproduced evidence would have been adverse can be applied only ‘where there is evidence
of intentional fraudulent conduct and intentional destruction of evidence.” Lagaio v Allied Corp, 233 Mich App 514,
520; 592 NW2d 786 (1999). An adverse presumption, if unrebutted, requires the fact finder to “conclude that the
unproduced evidence would have been adverse” Id. at 521, An adverse inference, by contrast, merely permits the fact
finder to conclude that the unproduced evidence would have been adverse, the fact-finder is still “free to decide for
itself.” Id. at 521. Here, there was no evidence introduced of fraudulent conduct or intentional destruction of evidence on
the part of AAA; therefore the trial court did not abuse its discretion in failing to give plaintiffs the benefit of an adverse
presumption.
Further, plaintiffs do not explain how the trial court’s alleged failure to give an adverse inference altered the trial
court’s summary disposition analysis. In the context [*12] of a motion under MCR 2.116(C)(l0), the trial court was
already required to consider the pleadings, affidavits, depositions, admissions and other documentary evidence
submitted in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party, Joseph v Auto Club Ins Ass’n, 491 Mich 200, 206; 815
NW2d 4.12. (2012). and draw aI.l reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmovant, Dextrom v Wexford C’hunry, 287 Mich
App 406,415; 789 NW2d 211 (2010). Plaintiffs have not addressed how an additional “adverse inference” Would have
altered the trial courfs anal.ysis under this subrule.
The trial court noted that AAA had presented evidence that it did not necessarily maintai.n an underwriting file on
each of its accounts, and thus an underwriting file may neve.r have existed, It further coscluded that there was no
evidence presented of AAA’s intent to transfer the policy to Michael either individually or on behalf of his motherh
estate. It then concluded that the evidence supported the inference that AAA was not on notice of Henia’s death at the
time it renewed the policy, because it renewed the policy in Henia’s name only. Plaintiffs presented no evidence that
supported the opposite inference. The existence of [* 13] a disputed fact must be established by substantively admissible
evidence, although the evidence need not be in admissible form. MCR 2.1 l6(G)(6); Veenstra v Washtenaw C’ountry
Club, 466 Mich 155, 163; 645 NW2d 643 (2002). A mere possibility that the claim might be supported by evidence at
trial is insufficient. Bennett v Detroit Police Chief 274 Mich App 307, 317; 732 NW2d 164 (2006).
Even drawing all reasonable inferences in favor of plaintiffs, the trial court did not err in concluding that no issue of
material fact existed regarding AAA’s knowledge (or lack thereof) of Henia’s death at the time it renewed the policy.
Plaintiffs simply did not carry their burden of coming forth with evidence to establish the existence of such a dispute. As
the trial court was already required. in the context of AAA’s motion, to draw inferences in favor of plaintiff, the grant of
an adverse inference would not have altered this analysis. Only an adverse presumption would have affected the trial
court’s ruling; but such a sanction would have been inappropriate in light of the lack of evidence of intentional wrong
doing on the part of AAA. We therefore conclude that the trial court did not abuse its discretion [* 14] in declining to
apply such a presumption (whether labeled as inference or presumption) against AAA.
III. POLICY TRANSFER LANGUAGE
Next, plaintiffs argue that the trial court erred in concluding that the “Transfer of Policy” language in the policy
precluded coverage. We review a trial court’s interpretation of policy language de novo. DeFrain v State Farm Mut
Automobile Ins Co. 491 Mich 359, 366-367; 817 NW2d 504 (2012). Although the 2002-2003 policy (in effect at the
time of Henias death) was not produced for the trial court, the parties agree that the policy contained the following
language:

1. TRANSFER OF THE POLICY This Policy may not be transferred without our written consent. If
the Named Insured dies, this Policy shall provide protection until the end of the Policy Term for (a) the
surviving insured persons, (b) the personal representative of the Named Insured while acting within that
capacity, and (c) a person having proper custody of insured property until a legal representative is
appointed.

It is undisputed that this language provided coverage for Michael through the end of the policy period on February
4, 2003. The trial court concluded that
[u]nder this clear language under [* 15] the policy, Mr. Jablonowski could only remain an “insured
person” until the end of the policy term in effect at the time of his mothers death--February 3, 2003.
Inasmuch as the policy was renewed after Ms. Jablonowski’s death and the subject accident occurred on
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April 8, 2003, there can be no coverage for the claim. The 2003-2004 declaration certificate only names
Ms. Jablonowski and due to her death, Mr. Jablonowski could not possibly be named as an insured as one
could not possibly reside with a deceased homeowner. Further, Plaintiff has not explained how
acceptance of payments by AAA effectively transfers the policy to Mr. Jablonowski. .There is no
evidence of consent to transfer the policy to either the name of Mr. Jablonowski individually or on behalf
of his mothers estate.
.

.

Plaintiffs first argue that this language does not apply because AAA wrote a new policy for Michael with
knowledge of Henia’s death. This argument in part depends upon the so-called adverse inference” to which plaintiffs
allege they were entitled; as discussed above, we conclude that the application of such an adverse inference would not in
any event result in the conclusion that is sought by plaintiffs. [* 161 Additionally, the fact that Michael may have paid
for the renewal of the policy did not provide notice to AAA of Henia’.s death, or function as a re.quest for a policy
tran.sfer,
We tl.nd the case of .McGrath V Allstate Ins co, 290 Mic.h. App 434: 802 NW2d 819 (2010),. instructive In McGrath,
he detendam insured the home of the plairtitf s irotne Ia at 436 Fne plaintiAc mother de eloped uemeutia and
Alzheimer’s disease, and eventually her family members decided to move her to an apartment in Farmington Hills to be
closer to her family and doctors, Id. at 437. A famil.y member notified the defendant that the insurance bills should be
sent to the Farmington Hills address, but did not otherwise notify the defendant the house was no longer used as a fulltime residence. Id. After the house developed water damage caused by ruptured pipes in the winter, the defendant
denied coverage for the damage because the house was not used as a full-time residence as required by the policy terms.
Id. at 439, This Court determined that the mere fact of a change of billing address was not sufficient to provide notice
that there was a change in occupancy of the insured property. Id. at 446. Specifically, [* 17] we stated:
[T]he policy places on the policyholder the responsibility to inform the insurer of a change in
occupancy. Further, a person may change a billing address for myriad reasons that would not raise a
suspicion that residency has changed. As one example, the children of an elderly person may decide to
assume the responsibility for paying a parent’s bills, and thus make arrangements for those bills to be sent
somewhere other than the parent’s residential address. [Id. at 446-447.]

We conclude that, like the defendant in McGrath, AAA was not placed on notice of Henia’s death by the mere fact
that her son paid for the renewal of the homeowner’s policy. To construe Michael’s renewal of the policy (in Henia’s
name) as a request to transfer the policy to Michael, and AAA’s issuance of a new policy (in the name of his deceased
mother) as written confirmation of that transfer, strains credulity, and we decline to do so. Such a construction would
render the limitations on transfer found in the “Transfer of Policy” section essentially nugatory, as anyone who paid to
renew an insured’s policy could then claim that the policy was transferred to them upon renewal. We decline to interpret
an {* 18] insurance policy to render any part of the contract surplusage or nugatory, Klapp v United Ins Group Agency,
Inc. 468 Mich 459. 467, 468; 663 NW2d 447 (2003), or as to produce absurd or unreasonable conditions or results,
Hastings Mut Ins v Safety King Inc. 286 Mich App 287, 297; 778 NW2d 275 (2009).
Plaintiffs alternatively argue that the “Transfer of Policy” section is not applicable, because AAA wrote a new
policy for Michael. As the parties agree that the policy only names Henia as the named insured, and contains terms
identical to the previous year, and was issued in response to the payment of the amount listed on the renewal certificate,
this argument is unpersuasive, to say the least. A renewal of an insurance policy is a separate contract, but (absent notice
from an insurer) the coverage provided is deemed to be the same as the earlier policy. Casey v Auto Owners Ins C’o, 273
Mich App 388, 395; 729 NW2d 277 (2006). The record is devoid of evidence that the 2003-2004 policy was anything
other than a renewal of the previous policy.
Plaintiffs’ argument depends on being entitled to an adverse presumption against AAA; absent that presumption, the
fact that AAA issued a renewal of [* 19] the policy does not support an inference that either (I) the existing policy was
transferred to Michael by written consent of AAA or (2) that a new policy was issued by AAA that provided coverage
for Michael,
IV. MUTUAL MISTAKE
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Plaintiffs argue that there was a mutual mistake in the issuance ot the 2003-2004 policy. i.e.. that Michael thought
he was renewing the insurance policy and AAA thought the policy was being renewed. Therefore, plaintiffs argue, the
policy should be reformed to add Michael as an insured.
Plaintiffs did not raise the argument of mutual mistake before the trial court. The issue is thus unpreserved for
appeal. We are obliged only to review issues that are properly raised and preserved. MEA v SOS, 280 Mich App 477,
488: 761 NW2d 234 (2008). affd 489 Mich 194; 801 NW2d 35 (201 1). Nonetheless, we briefly address plaintiffs
argument that they are entitled to reformation on the grounds of mutual mistake.
‘‘Courts will reform an instrument to retlect the parties actual intent where there is clear evidence that both parties
reached an agreement. but as the result of mutual mistake, or mistake on one side and fraud on the other, the instrument
does not express the true [*20] intent of the parties Mate v Wolverine Mu: Ins Co. 223 Mich App 14, 24-25: 592
NW2d 379 (1998). quoting Olsen v Porter. 213 Mich App 25. 29: 539 NW2d 523 (1995). However, non-parties to an
insurance contract ceneraliv lack standine to seek reformation of the contract. fin
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believi.ng that N.en.ia was still alive, Therefc:ee this is not an example of an in.strurnem not expressing the tiue intent of
the parties, because AAA never intended to provide coverage to Michael under a new or renewed policy. See Mate, 223
Mich App at 24-25.

1 Plaintiffs did not allege a mutual mistake of law in this case, which would not in any event support a claim
for reformation. See Johnson Family Ltd Partnership v White Pine Wireless, LLC, 281 Mich App 364, 379; 761
NW2d 353 (2008) [*2 1] (mutual mistake of law regarding the legal effect of the contract actually made will
seldom, if ever, warrant reformation).
Accordingly. even if plaintiffs had standing to seek reformation of the contract, reformation is not appropriate in
this case.
V. INSURED NON-COOPERATION
Plaintiffs argue that AAA could not defend its denial of coverage on the grounds of insured non-cooperation.
Indeed, AAA never asserted this defense in the action below. An insurer can obtain relief from a garnishment action if it
can show it was prejudiced by its client’s noncompliance. Anderson v Kemper Ins Co. 128 Mich App 249, 253; 340
NW2d 87 (1983). Although the trial court made passing general reference to an insurer obtaining relief from a
garnishment in such a manner, it is clear that its decision in the instant case was not based on any insured non
cooperation with the defense, but rather on the determination that the policy at issue did not provide coverage for
plaintiffs’ claims. Plaintiffs’ arguments concerning insured non-cooperation and prejudice to AAA are thus irrelevant to
this appeal.
Affirmed. Having prevailed in full, AAA may tax costs. MCR 7.219(A).
Is! Kurtis T. Wilder
Is! Elizabeth L. Gleicher
//

[*22]

Mark I. Boonstra
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Miller, Cohen, Martens,
and Ice, PC., by
Mark H. Cousens, Esq.

Thrun, Maatsch and
Nordberg, P.C., by
James T. Maatsch, Esq.

DECISION AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 12 of the Public Employment
Relations Act (PERA), 1947 PA 336, as amended by 1965 PA 379 and

For the Petitioner:

Appearances:
For the Public Employer:

[21 Excluded or Omitted Classifications—Election Barred Within
Certification Year—Petitions Filed Within Final 60 Days
Can be Processed.
[Same text as headnote Nc 1 above.]

Ill. Representation Petition Issues
E. Other Bars to Election or Petition
Twelve’ month Rule
5,

II. Procedure and Evidence
B. Representation Cases—Procedure
Consent Election Agreement
5.
[I] Excluded or Omitted Classifications—Election Barred Within
Certification Year—Petitions Filed Within Final 60 Days
Can be Processed.
Commission holds policy underlying Section 14 of PERA, which bars
elections within certification year, applies broadly to processing multi
ple petitions in same year so that union could not omit employees from
bargaining unit to avoid contested hearing and subsequently file an
other petition. Both accretion and unit clarification petitions have
historically been dismissed under such circumstances. Here, accretion
petition was filed more than 60 days prior to expiration of certification
year, and Commission dismisses accordingly. However, petitions filed
less than 60 days before certification year expires will be processed,
but no election can be scheduled until after 12 full months have
elapsed since certification. (PERA>
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In the Matter of:
KINGSLEY/TRAVERSE CITY ADULT
EDUCATION CONSORTIUM,
Public Employer,
-andMICHIGAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS,
Petitioner.
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responsibility of the Special Projects Coordinator to insure that these
special programs and their students do not interfere with the normal
operation of classes being held at the same time in school buildings. The
Special Projects Coordinator regularly meets with building principles
[sic] to review programs. The Special Projects Coordinator also calls and
conducts staff meetings. The Special Projects Coordinator also assists
teachers in finding substitutes. The Special Projects Coordinator re
ports directly to the Director of the Consortium,
The Special Projects Coordinator testified that she has never inter
viewed applicants for adult education positions and has never been
asked for her recommendation on hiring. She testified that she has
never evaluated teachers, although she has been told that eventually
she might be asked to do so. She was sent to a training program by the
Employer in part to assist her in learning how to do this. The Special
Projects Coordinator testified that she has never disciplined or recom
mended discipline for teachers,
The current job description of the Special Projects Coordinator
states that she is to assist the Director and Assistant Director with
evaluation, as assigned. The Director testified that although the Spe
cial Projects Coordinator has not yet been required to evaluate teachers,
she would be required to do formal evaluations for all teachers under
her supervision by the end of this year. The Director also testified that
although the Special Projects Coordinator had not participated in hir
rng in the past her job duties had been expanded so that the next time a
teacher in adult education was hired the Special Projects Coordinator
would be on the hiring committee. The Director also testified that the
Special Projects Coordinator is responsible for discipline and the recom
mendation of discipline for teachers.
The Alternative Education Coordinator coordinates the alternative
education program, a program for high school students havmg diffi
culty in the regular program. The Alternative Education Coordinator
teaches two classes each day serving as coordinator during the remain
der of the day The Alternative Education Coordinator momtors student
attendance and discipline. The Alternative Education Coordinator also
serves as liaison with other agencies. He maintains student files, ob
tains supplies for instructors and conducts weekly staff meetings.
The Alternative Education Coordinator s job description also pro
vides that he is to assist the Director and Assistant Director with evalu
ation of staff. According to the Director, the Alternative Education
Coordinator had not yet completed any formal evaluations as of the date
of the hearing, but was in the process of preparing them. The Director
also testified that the Alternative Education Coordinator had the au
thority to effectively recommend discipline short of discharge for

120

[11 In Lan.ng thmmunity College, 1979 MERC Lab Op 1180, we
applied the above rule to dismiss an accretion petition. flied by a union
shortly after that union had been certified as the bargaining agent. in
the consent. uegotisr.ious on the first petition, the union and the em
ployer had thsagreeci as to the supervisory status of several positions.
union signed a consent agreement excluding the positions in order
to avoid furt.her liligation and obtain a quick election. We concluded
that he [sic] underlyIng policy of the election bar rule was to avoid the
processing of multiple petitions in the same year, and that policy consid
ei.ation. did not fhvr permitting the union to omit employees from the
unit merely to avoid hearing and then immediately file another peti
tion. Despite the ibm that the election bar rule did not literally bar the

An election shall riot be directed in any bargaining unit or any
subdivision. within which, in the preceding 12-month period a valid
election was held.

.
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teachers iii. his prposn. The record ind..ated that the previous Alter
native bducat ion (oordinator participated along with a teacher and
the Director and Assistant Director, in interviewing teacher applicants
for the aitia:natiwe edocation program.
PosITioNs or ma PaRTIEs. The Employer urges that the accretion
petition be d missed because a consent election held within 12 months
of the filing of thts accretion petition which excluded the positions of
Special Proje•cui C:o .d alnr and the Alt. ....rnat:ive Education Coordina
tor fronz the barga.ining unit. A review cf the merits of the accretion
petition as to whether the positions are supervisory or not is inappro
priate b’ t ir u
statutory 12 month election bar and MERC
case law which establishes that the consent election agreement is binding upon tist parties—according to the Ernpioyeiu The Employer also
asserts that both powtions are supervisory and should be excluded from
the unit on this basis.
The Petit.iobdr aciusowiedges that an election cannot be directed in
any bargaining unit or any subdivision within which, in the preceding
12 month pet aid
hid election was held The 12 month prohibition
does not apply us the instaut case, however according to the Petitioner
because the positions sought now were not part of the bargaining unit
within which the consect election was held.
Ti•.Petiit:tspo ales. argiiet..that the positior::s are. not supervisory in
the labor relations sense so as to e;clude them from the bargaining unit
because have no actual authority to effectively recommend layoff, dis
charge, promotion, transfer, or discipline of bargaining unit employees.
Discussioa AND CoNcLusioNs Section 14 of PERA provides in part
that:
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I
Fetitwners t.%tcj found [swl less than 60 days befire the expiration of the
12-month period are processed; however, no election can be scheduled before the
12-month period has elapsed. See policy enacted May 5, 1983.

Dated: January 25, 1988

MICHIGAN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS COMMISSION
David S. Tanzman, Chairman
Morris Milmet, Member
Anne T Patton, Member

The petition is, accordingly, dismissed.

petition because the employees sought in the second petition were not
part of the unit in which the election was conducted, we concluded that
the petition should be dismissed because the union had had the oppor
tunity in the previous case to have the supervisory status of these
employees determined by MERC.
We have also dismissed unit clarification petitions filed under simi
lar circumstances. See City of Rock ford, 1980 MERC Lab Op 459;
Oakland county Sheriffs Dep4 1978 MERC Lab Op 1283.
We believe that the same policy considerations which mandated the
dismissal of the petition in Lansing Community College compel the
dismissal of the petition here.
12] As indicated above, Ititioner in the instant case had the oppor
tunity to litigate the supervisory status of the Special Projects and
Alternative Education Coordinator in Case No. R86 C-123. Their agree
ment to exclude the positions from their unit in that case precludes
them from seeking to represent these employees for a period of 12
months after the date of election in this case. We note that more than 12
months have now elapsed since the election in Case No. R86 C-123 held
on October 27, 1986. However, a petition filed more thaii 60 days prior
to the expiration of the 12-month period after an election is dismissed.’
Since the petition in the instant case was filed more than 60 days prior
to October 17, 1987, no election should be directed pursuant to this
petition.
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PER CURIAM.
Plaintiffs, Michigan AFSCME Council 25 and Loretta Bates, appeal as of right the grant of summary disposition in
favor of defendants, Livingston County Road Commission and Michael R. Kiuck. We affirm.
On April 25, 2005, the Livingston County Road Commission (hereinafter Road Commission’) conducted an
investigation involving two employees at their garage in Brighton, Michigan. The investigation pertained to derogatory
remarks printed next to a newspaper photograph of a Road Commission supervisor posted in the garage. As part of the
investigation, the Road Commission interviewed the two employees assigned to that location, Jerry Hoskins and Russell
Carpenter. Present for the interviews were Steve Wasylk, Director of Operations for the Road Commission, Michael R.
Kiuck, the Road Commissions attorney, and Loretta Bates as a union representative for Michigan AFSCME Council 25
(hereinafter “Union”).
Following denial of responsibility by Carpenter and Hoskins, the Road Commission obtained writing samples from
the two employees. Based on comparisons by a forensic document [*2] analyst, it was determined that Carpenter wrote
the remarks and his employment was terminated for gross insubordination and dishonesty on May 9, 2005.
Carpenter subsequently filed an application for unemployment benefits with the Michigan Employment Security
Commission (“MESC”). At the benefits hearing Bates, testifying pursuant to a subpoena, acknowledged that she advised
Carpenter to deny any allegations in order to permit the Union sufficient time to “put things together.” Specifically, in
response to questioning at the MESC hearing, Bates testified:

Q, Ms. Bates, at the investigatory interview- -if I understood your testimony correctly, you told Mr.
Carpenter to lie, is that correct?
A. Yeah- -yeah, more or less.
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Following the conclusion of Carpenters MESC hearing, the Road Commission initiated a separate, independent
investigation into the conduct of Bates. Based on Bates admission that she counseled Carpenter to lie, the Road
Commission terminated her employment for dishonesty on January 26, 2006. On that same day, the Union filed a
grievance alleging Bates’ wrongful termination, which was denied on February 6, 2006.
Significantly, the Union and Road Commission were parties to [*31 a collective bargaining agreement, which was
in effect from October 1, 2001 to September 30, 2004. While the parties attempted to negotiate a successor agreement,
the contract was extended on a dayrto-day basis through December 28, 2004. Because the parties had reached an
impasse in negotiations, the contract was deemed to have expired after December 28, 2004.
On July 25, 2006, the Union filed a civil complaint against the Road Commission and Kiuck alleging (1) breach of
contract, (2) violation of MCL 421,11 (b)( I) asserting the wrongful or prohibited use of certain disclosures or
information obtatned in the hSC hearing, and (3) civil conspiracy between the Road Commission and their attorney in
the violation of the cited statute.. The Road Commission a.nd Kluc.k filed m.otions for summary disposition pursuant to
MCR 2.1 1.6(C)(4) and (C)(8), a.llegin.g lack of subject matter jurisdiction and failure to state a claim. frir which relief
could be granted. Shortly before the scheduled hearing, t.he Union i.iied a motion to amend. the comolaint to add Bates as
a party and to include a proposed new count for “violation, of public policy” The Road Commission ai.d Kluck fi.ied a
motion to strike the amended [*4] complaint and the matter proceeded to hearing on October 31, 2006.
Addressing Kluck’s motion for summary disposition, the trial court noted that “Defendant Kluck is not a party to the
collective bargaining agreement” entitling him to summary disposition on the breach of contract count. In reference to
the second count, alleging violation of MCL 421.11 (b)( I), the trial court granted summary disposition in favor Kluck
because it did “not find that that particular statute covers the situation here where Ms. Bates was neither the employee
nor the employer.” The trial court determined that the civil conspiracy count must also fail because Kluck was acting as
an agent of the Road Commission and, therefore, “you don’t really have the two persons necessary to create such a
conspiracy.”
Considering the Road Commission’s motion for summary disposition, the trial court dismissed plaintiffs’ complaint
in its entirety, stating in relevant part:
[T]his Court does find that this particular claim lies within the jurisdiction of the Michigan
Employment Relations Commission, MERC,. because the allegation as set forth. as to the breach
of contract, really an allegation of an unfair labor practice [*5] under PERA, and. is an issue for
MERC to decide and not this Court.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The trial court dismissed the conspiracy charge based on its determination that a civil conspiracy could not exist
due to the absence of the number of persons necessary to establish a conspiracy.
The count pertaining to violation of MCL 421.11 (b)( 1) was dismissed against the Road Commission based on the
trial court’s finding that plaintiffs had failed to state a cause of action. Addressing the violation of public policy claim
the trial court granted summary disposition, ruling:
[Wihether you deal with it as a motion to strike or otherwise, it lacks merit for the reasons I’ve stated
on the record previously. I would also point out without dealing with it in any great detail, I also agree
with [the] argument that under a (C)(8), even if this Court has jurisdiction, I would find no cause of
action as to any of the counts as to any of the parties. So therefore, I do grant summary disposition and I
do dismiss this lawsuit then.

This Court reviews de novo motions brought under MCR 2.1l6(C)(4). Cork v Appiebeuls of Michigan, mc, ‘239
Mich. App. 311, 315; 608 N,W.2d 62 (2000). “When viewing a motion under MCR 2.1 l6(C)(4), [*6] this Court must
determine whether the pleadings demonstrate that the defendant was entitled to judgment as a matter of law, or whether
the affidavits and other proofs show that there was no genuine issue of material fact.” Id. “A motion for summary
disposition under MCR 2.11 6(C)(8) tests the legal sufficiency of a claim by the pleadings alone.” Smith v Stoiberg, 231
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Mich. App. 256, 258: 586 N.W.2d 103 (1998). All factual allegations supporting the claim, and any reasonable
inference or conclusions that can be drawn from the facts, are accepted as [rue. Id. Summary disposition is appropriate
only if the plaintiffs claim “is SO clearly unenforceable as a matter of law that no factual development could establish
the claim and justify recovery.’ Id.
Plaintiffs contend the trial court erred in determining that the MERC had exclusive jurisdiction over plaintiffs’
claims. Plaintiffs assert the “just cause” provision of the collective bargaining agreement remained in effect at the time
of Bates termination. As a result, plaintiffs argue that the filing of a breach of contract action in circuit court to enforce
the “just cause” provision of the contract was valid and appropriate. Further. 1*71 plaintiffs assert on appeal that an
“implied-in-fact’ contract existed permitting their pursuit of a remedy in circuit court.
Defendants respond by arguing that plaintiffs are wrongfully attempting to assert a contract right, which can no
longer exist due to expiration of the collective bargaining agreement. Defendants specifically note that Bates was
terminated more than 1 2 months after the expiration of the contract and well after the parties had purportedly reached an
impasse in negotiations, In addition, defendants assert that plaintiffs are wrongfully attempting to trarsform a labor
dispute into a breach. of contract claim, According to defendants, regardless of the label appl.ied by plaintiffs to their
claim, the true nature of the complaint is that of a pure labor dispute and, thus within the exclusive province of the
MERC to resolve.
The parties do not dispute that the Road Commission i.s a governmental employer and as such is governed by the
Michigan Public Employment Relations Act (“PERA”), MCL 423,201 at seq. in addition, the parties concur that the
Union is a labor union, certified by the RC, and includes among its members Bates, who was functioning as an
officer of the [*81 Union and in her capacity as a union representative when the events complained of in this litigation
occurred.
Consistent with the mandates of PERA, when a labor contract expires, a public employer has a continuing duty to
bargain iii good faith to obtain a new contract with regard to “wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of
employment.” MCL 423.2 15. Such conditions of employment are deemed “mandatory subjects” of bargaining, which
“survive the contract by operation of law during the bargaining process.” Local 1467. Int’l Assoc of Firefighters, AFL
ClO v City of Portage, 134 Mich. App. 466, 472; 352 N.W.2d 284 (1984). It is well recognized that neither party to an
agreement may take unilateral action on a mandatory bargaining subject unless an impasse has been reached in contract
negotiations. Central Michigan Univ Faculty Ass’n v Central Michigan Univ, 404 Mich. 268, 277: 273 N.W.2d 21
(1978). If an employer violates the prohibition against unilateral action on a mandatory bargaining subject before an
impasse occurs, an unfair labor practice has been committed. MCL 423.210(1 )(e): MCL 423.216(a).
The crux of plaintiffs’ assertion is that defendants improperly took unilateral [*9] action following expiration of the
collective bargaining agreement and changed Bates’ conditions of employment by failing to maintain the “just cause”
requirement for termination. Plaintiffs’ imply that termination of Bates’ employment constituted a violation of Bates’
statutory right, as a member of the Union, to engage in a protected activity, in violation of MCL 423.209, which
provides:
It shall be lawful for public employees to organize together or to form, join or assist in labor
organizations, to engage in lawful concerted activities for the purpose of collective negotiation or
bargaining or other mutual aid and protection, or to negotiate or bargain collectively with their public
employers through representatives of their own free choice.

Either claim places jurisdiction squarely within the purview of the MERC.
It is consistently acknowledged that:
PERA is the exclusive remedy for any unfair labor practice charge, and the MERC has exclusive
jurisdiction to adjudicate such charges. A plaintiff cannot obtain another remedy by framing the unfair
labor practice as a different species of common-law or statutory claim invoking the jurisdiction of a
different tribunal. If the allegations [*10] forming the plaintiffs cause of action implicate an unfair labor
practice question, the claim is barred by the MERC’s exclusive jurisdiction. lKent Co Deputy Sheriffs’
Assoc i’ Kent Co Sheriff 238 Mich. App. 310, 325; 605 N.W.2d 363 (2000), affd in part and remanded in
part on other grounds 463 Mich. 353 (2000).]
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Ultimately, the issue to be resolved is whether defendants improperly altered Bates working conditions by denying her
“just cause” protection and terminating her employment because of her conduct as a union representative. As such, the
actual underpinnings of this complaint can only be construed as an unfair labor dispute, which must be brought before
the MERC as the forum having exclusive jurisdiction. Therefore, the trial courts dismissal of plaintiffs breach of
contract claim based on a lack of subject matter jurisdiction was proper.
In addition, plaintiffs contend their petition to the circuit court was proper because defendants violated an “implied
in-fact” contract. We acknowledge that courts do recognize the existence of an implied contract “where parties assume
obligations by their conduct.” Williams v Litton Ss, mc, 433 Mich. 755, 758; 449 N.W.2d 669 (1989). [*1 1] A contract
implied in fact is deemed to arise when services are performed by one who at the time expects compensation from
another who expects at the time to pay therefore.” In re McKim Est, 238 Mich. App. 453, 458; 606 N.W.2d 30 (1999)
(citation omitted).
Plaintiffs’ contention regarding an implie&in$act contract cannot survive based on plaintiffs’ failure to plead a
claim for breach of irnpl.ied contract in either thei.r original or arr ended complaints. The complaint referred only to the
trovisions of the col.iective bargain.ing agreenen.t in the assertion of a contract breach, In addition, the past conduct crf
the parties, regarding continued adherence to provi.sions contained in the expired collec.tive bargaining agreement, is
i.nsufficient to create an implied4mfact contrrct,
The elements necessary to establish an implied contract include: (I) parties competent to contract, (2) a proper
subject matter, (3) consideration, (4) mutuality of agreement, and (5) mutuality of obligation. Mallory v Detroit, 181
Mich. App. 121, 127; 449 N.W.2d 115 (1989). In particular, the requirement of mutual assent, defined as a meeting of
the minds” on all material facts, Kamalnath v Mercy Hasp, 194 Mich. App. 543, 548-549; 487 N.W.2d 499 (1992),
[* 12] must be demonstrated to establish the elements of an implied contract. Pawlak v Redox corp, 182 Mich. App.
758, 765; 453 N.W.2d 304 (1999) (citation omitted). Plaintiffs failed to assert or put forth any evidence in support of
their belief that the parties had attained an agreement regarding the imposition of a just cause termination requirement.
Contrary to plaintiffs assertion that an implied-in-fact contract was formed, in reality an impasse had been reached in
the negotiations to achieve a new collective bargaining agreement. This impasse belies plaintiffs assertion that a
“meeting of the minds” necessary to establish an implied-in-fact contract requiring “just cause” for employment
termination could have occurred.
The trial courts dismissal of plaintiffs claim for breach of contract against Kluck was also proper. In order to
establish a claim for breach of contract, a plaintiff must establish both the elements of the contract and its breach. See
Pawlak, supra at 765. Kluck served as the attorney for the Road Commission. As an individual and agent of the Road
Commission, Kluck lacked the legal capacity to be a party to the collective bargaining agreement or any alleged
employment [* 13] contract. In the absence of contractual privity, the liability of an attorney to a third party ‘is limited
to cases involving fraud, collusion, or malicious prosecution,” which have not been alleged by plaintiffs in reference to
the breach of contract claim. Schunk v Zeff & Zeff PC, 109 Mich. App. 163, 179; 311 N.W.2d 322 (1981).
Plaintiffs next argue that defendants violated the prohibitions of MCL 421.11 (b)( 1) by using information obtained
during Carpenter’s MESC hearing to subsequently terminate Bates. Defendants further contend that the improper use of
this information constituted a violation of public policy and a civil conspiracy between the Road Commission and
Kluck.
MCL 421.11 governs administration of the Michigan Employment Security Act, MCL 421.1 et seq. MCL
421.11 (b)( 1) states, in relevant part:
Information obtained from any employing unit or individual pursuant to the administration of this act,
and determinations as to the benefit rights of any individual shall be held confidential and shall not be
disclosed or open to public inspection other than to public employees in the performance of their official
duties under this act in any manner revealing the individual’s or [* 14] the employing unit’s identity.

MCL 421.11 (b)( 1 )(iii) further indicates that “the information and determinations shall not be used in any action or
proceeding before any court or administrative tribunal unless the commission is a party to or a complainant in the action
or proceeding.” Plaintiffs additionally cite to the language of MCL 421.11 (b)( I )(iv), which provides:
Any report or statement, written or verbal, made by any person to the commission, any member of the
commission, or to any person engaged in administering this act is a privileged communication, and a
person, firm, or corporation shall not be held liable for slander or libel on account of a report or
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statement. The records and reports in the custody of the commission shall be available for examination
by the employer or employee affected.

Plaintiffs contend that these statutory provisions preclude defendants’ use of Bates statements at the MESC hearing to
terminate her employment.
At the outset, we note that many of the cases cited by plaintiffs in support of their position are federal court rulings,
which do not specifically involve or address the MERC or PERA, “While federal precedent may often be useful as
guidance in [* 15) this Courts interpretation of laws with federal analogues, such precedent cannot be allowed to rewrite
Michigan law. The persuasiveness of federal precedent can only be considered after the statutory differences between
Michigan and federal law have been fully assessed, and, of course, even when this has been done and language in state
statutes is compared to similar language in federal statutes, federal precedent remains only as persuasive as the quality
of its analysis” Garg v Macomb c7ty C’ommunitv Mental Health Services, 472 Mich, 263, 283; 696 N,W,2d 646 (2005),
“When construing statutory provisions, the task of this Court is to discover and give effect to the intent of the
Legislature. Legisl.ative inter.t. is to be derived from. the actual language of the statute, and when the language is clear
and unambiguous, no further interpretation, is necessary” ftorey v Mdijer; Iran 431 Mich, 368, 376; 429 N,W,2d 119
(1988) (citations omitted), Rather than provide the broad rights of confidentiahty and privilege asserted by plaintiffh, the
statute is restricted in scope and only prohibits “the use of MESC ipfOrmation and determinations in subsequent civil
proceedings unless the MESC is a [16] party or complainant in the action,” Id. (emphasis added), This is consistent
with the purpose of MCL 421.11 (b)( 1), which has been construed “less as a personal privilege than a systemic policy”
intended to “support expeditious and nonadversarial unemployment proceedings.” Paschke v Retool Industries, 445
Mich. 502, 516, 518 n 15; 519 N.W.2d 441(1994). As a result, the statutory provisions are inextricably linked to
claimant or employer rights and have been interpreted only to preclude “representations made before the MESC” from
being “used to estop claims in other forums.” Id. at 447.
Contrary to plaintiffs’ contention regarding the existence of an absolute privilege, case law does not address
testimony by a witness at these proceedings other than to prohibit statements, such as those made by Bates to the
Commission, from being used to establish liability for “slander or libel.” MCL 421.ll(b)(t)(iv). Defendants used the
testimony of Bates as a witness. They did not misuse information or determinations by the MESC regarding a claimant’s
benefit rights. Consistent with the proscriptions imposed by MCL 421.1 1(b)( 1 )(iii), the information was not used in a
subsequent court or administrative [* 17] proceeding. Finally, MCL 421.11 (b)( I )(iv) specifically contradicts plaintiffs’
assertion of confidentiality of information obtained within the hearings by mandating the accessibility of the
Commissions “records and reports
for examination by the employer or employee affected.”
...

Plaintiffs further plead the existence of a civil conspiracy involving the Road Commission and its attorney. “A civil
conspiracy is a combination of two or more persons, by some concerted action, to accomplish a criminal or unlawful
purpose, or to accomplish a lawful purpose by criminal or unlawful means.” Admiral Ins Co v Columbia Cas Ins Co,
194 Mich. App. 300, 313; 486 N.W.2d 351 (1992). It is well recognized that “[a]n allegation of conspiracy, standing
alone is not actionable.” Magid v Oak Park Racquet Club Assoc, Lid, 84 Mich. App. 522,529; 269 N.W.2d 661 (1978).
A plaintiff “must allege a civil wrong resulting in damage caused by the defendants.” Id. Based on our determination
that plaintiffs cannot sustain their breach of contract action and that MCL 421.11 was not violated, plaintiffs are unable
to demonstrate a civil conspiracy as a conspiracy cannot exist absent the showing of an illegal act. [* 18]
In addition, with reference to Kluck, there can be no conspiracy if he was acting as an agent of the Road
Commission within the scope of their agency agreement. In Blair v Checker Cab Co, 219 Mich. App. 667; 558 N.W.2d
439 (1996), this Court ruled that “an agent or employee cannot be considered a separate entity from his principal or
corporate employer, respectively, as ‘long as the agent or employee acts only within the scope of his agency [or]
employment.” Id. at 674 (citation omitted). “An attorney often acts as his client’s agent, and his authority may be
governed by what he is expressly authorized to do as well as by his implied authority.” Uniprop, Inc v Morganroth, 260
Mich. App. 442, 447; 678 N.W.2d 638 (2004). Because plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate that Kluck was acting in
any capacity other than as an agent of the Road Commission, the trial court properly dismissed this claim.
Finally, we find that plaintiffs’ assertion of a public policy violation is indistinguishable from their claim regarding
violation of MCL 421.11 (b)( 1). Plaintiffs’ allegation merely restates that defendants “through their concerted actions
have violated Michigan public policy that protects individuals [* 19] who testif’ before the MESC,” They fail to specify
any distinction from their assertion that Bates’ testimony before the MESC was “confidential and/or privileged” when
claiming violation of MCL 421.11 (b)( 1). As such, the allegation constitutes merely the same claim under a separate
guise and was properly dismissed by the trial court for the reason that defendants’ actions were not a violation of MCL
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421.11 (b)( I). Plaintiffs further assert Kiuck’s alleged admission that “an employer should not terminate an employee for
testimony given at the MESC” precludes summary disposition on their public policy violation claim. As noted by the
trial court, this admission could not ‘confer.., subject matter jurisdiction where it does not exist.” Finally, because the
trial court granted summary disposition in accordance with MCR 2.1 16(C)(8). which is based solely on the pleadings,
dismissal of plaintiffs’ claims was appropriate.
Affirmed.
Is! Michael J. Talbot
Is! F. Thomas Fitzgerald
/s! Kirsten Frank Kelly
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Respondent appeals by leave granted from a circuit court order reversing respondent’s decision and reinstating
petitioner’s employment with the Michigan Department of Corrections. We reverse.
Petitioner was employed as a resident unit officer by the Michigan Department of Corrections (“MDOC”) as a
resident unit officer, which is a classified civil service position governed by the civil service rules and regulations
promulgated by respondent. She was also a member of the Michigan Corrections Organization, Service Employees
International Union (‘MCO”), the labor relations representative for corrections workers in Michigan. The MCO entered
into a collective bargaining agreement with the MDOC. In 2003, the MDOC discovered evidence of improper contact
between petitioner and a prisoner who had recently been transferred from the facility where petitioner worked to another
facility. Petitioner denied, and continues to deny, any of the contacts. The MDOC held a disciplinary conference and
found that petitioner had violated its Work Rule 46, prohibiting “over familiar” conduct with [*21 a prisoner. In
December 2003, the MDOC formally terminated petitioner’s employment.
Pursuant to Article 9 of the collective bargaining agreement, the MCO filed a grievance on petitioner’s behalf. The
grievance proceeded to arbitration, where the MCO argued that the evidence of misconduct was unreliable, that
termination was excessively harsh and based on a failure to consider mitigating factors, and that no punishment could be
imposed because the MDOC had failed to use the required manner of providing her with notice. The arbitrator found the
evidence reliable and that consideration of the mitigating and aggravating factors supported termination. Article 10(E) of
the collective bargaining agreement required disciplinary actions to ‘be initiated within forty-five (45) calendar days
from the date of the disciplinary conference;” specified that “[t]ormal notification to the employee of the disciplinary
action shall be in the form of a letter or form spelling out charges and reasonable specifications;’ and specified that if
notice was not personally given to the employee, “the notice shall be sent to the employee by certified mail, return
receipt requested, at the last address he/she provided [*3] the Employer.” The arbitrator found that, although the MDOC
had sent notice to petitioner using only noncertified overnight mail, the agreement should not be construed to cause a
forfeiture of the MDOC’s right to impose discipline; and it should not be construed to reach harsh, unreasonable, or
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absurd results. The arbitrator therefore upheld the termination. The MCO did not seek further administrative or judicial
relief.
Petitioner then exercised her rights under Civil Service Rule (“CSR”) 6-3.5(a), which permits “[a]ny person to ‘file
a complaint with the state personnel director that a collective bargaining agreement, arbitrators decision, or settlement
agreement under a collective bargaining agreement has been applied or interpreted to violate or otherwise rescind, limit,
or modify a civil service rule or regulation governing a prohibited subject of bargaining.” The prohibited subjects of
bargaining are listed in CSR 6-3.2, which also provides that an “arbitrators decision under a collective bargaining
agreement cannot be interpreted or applied to violate, rescind, limit, or modify a civil service rule or regulation
governing a prohibited subject of bargaining.” CSR 6-3.2(a)(l). [*4] Petitioner specifically contended that the arbitrator
had violated CSR 6-3.2(b)(8), which provides as follows:
The system of collective bargaining created in the civil service rules, the bargaining relationships
authorized in the rules, and the I.im.itations, restrictions, a.nd obligations on the collective bargaining
parties oliecuse bargaining agreements ard eligible empinsees establiheh in the sd ser’ ie rules and
regulations.

Petitioner argued that the. arbitrator had exceeded his authority by ignoring or misconstruing the unambiguous terms of
the collective bargai.ning agreement; and furthermore, the arbitrator improperly relied on unreliable, circumstantial, or
nonexistent evidence. The state personnel director denied the appeal for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. The state
personnel director explained that a complaint under CSR 6-3.5(a) required an allegation that a civil service rule or
regulation was violated, but petitioner’s complaint alleged only a violation of the collective bargaining agreement.
Petitioner then sought to appeal the personnel director’s decision to respondent, pursuant to CSR 6-3.5(c), which
provides as follows:
A party to the collective bargaining [*5] agreement who is aggrieved by a final decision of the state
personnel director may file an application for leave to appeal to the civil service commission within 28
calendar days after the decision is issued.

Respondent dismissed the appeal, stating that CSR 6-3.5(c) only permitted parties to the collective bargaining agreement
to seek appeals from decisions of the state personnel director. Respondent interpreted “parties” to refer only to the union
and the employer, in this case the MCO and the MDOC. According to respondent, individual union members like
petitioner were not “parties to the collective bargaining agreement.” Therefore, respondent concluded that petitioner
lacked standing to appeal.
Petitioner appealed respondent’s summary dismissal to the circuit court. The circuit court concluded that respondent
had misinterpreted the civil service rules when it determined that an individual union member is not a “party” to the
collective bargaining agreement within the meaning of CSR 6-3.5(c). Relying on MCL 600.1405, the court determined
that union members are third-party beneficiaries to a collective bargaining agreement for purposes of applying CSR 63.5(c). The circuit court also [*6] addressed the merits of petitioner’s claim and concluded that she was improperly
terminated from her employment. The circuit court ordered that she be reinstated. Respondent now appeals.
Respondent is a constitutionally created administrative agency vested with the authority to “make rules and
regulations covering all personnel transactions, and regulate all conditions of employment in the classified service.”
Const 1963, art 11, § 5; Davis v Dep’t of C’orrections. 251 Mich App 372, 377; 651 NW2d 486 (2002). Respondent “is
vested with plenary and absolute authority to regulate the terms and conditions of employment in the civil service,’ Id.
Consistent with respondent’s plenary authority, the Michigan Constitution provides that the Legislature “may enact laws
providing for the resolution of disputes concerning public employees, except those in the state classified civil service.”
Const 1963, art 4, § 48 (emphasis added). As discussed, petitioner was in the state classified civil service. She is
therefore “subject to the grievance procedure for the classified service.” Wornack Scott v Dep ‘t of Corrections, 246 Mich
App 70, 78; 630 NW2d 650 (2001). “If a party desires to challenge an adverse [*7] CSC decision or ruling, the review
process involves a direct appeal to the circuit court.” Id., 79.
Judicial review of decisions of the Civil Service Commission is established by the Revised Judicature Act,’ MCL
600.631. Boyd v Civil Service comm. 220 Mich App 226, 232; 559 NW2d 342 (1996). The circuit court conducts a
“direct review” to determine whether the CSC’s challenged action was authorized by law and was supported by
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competent, material, and substantial evidence. Id. Our review of the circuit courts review of an agency action is even
more limited: we only determine whether the lower court applied correct legal principles and whether it
misapprehended or grossly misapplied the substantial evidence test to the agencys factual findings.” Id., 234. This
standard is substantively indistinguishable from the clear error standard of review. Id. at 234-235, A finding is clearly
erroneous when, on review of the whole record, this Court is left with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has
been made. Id. at 235.
The challenged agency action is the summary dismissal of petitioner’s application for leave to appeal for lack of
standing. The threshhold issue on appeal is therefore [*8] whether petitioner is a “party to the collective bargaining
agreement” and therefore entitled to appeal the state personnel director’s decision pursuant to CSR 6-3.5(c). The civil
service rules provide no other recourse for appealing a denial of a complaint by the state personnel director.
We first find that petitioner is not a party to the collective bargaining agreement. The collective bargaining
agreement was made between the MCO and the MDOC, Barron ‘s Law Dictionary (1984) defines “party” as “a person or
entity that enters into a contract, lease, deed, etc” Black’s Law Dceionary (8th ed) defines “party” as “[o]ne who takes
pare in a transaction <<a party to the contracew” Ra.ndom .Eiouse Wehsterb College Dictionary (2001) defines “party” in
relevant part as “a person or group that participates in some action, affair, or plan” or as “a signatory to a legal
instrument.” Peti.tioner did not negotiate, sign., or otherwise personally enter in.to the collective bargaining agreement.
She is therefore not a “party” to it, See also, Ma rkarian v Roadway Express, ide, 56 Mich App 43,4th 223 NW2.d 356
(1974) (holding that the plaintiffiemployee was “not per se a party” to the col.lective bargaining [*9] agreement between
his employer and his union, although he might have an independent action against his employer).
A reviewing court should give deference to an agency’s interpretation of its own rules. Thomas Twp v John Sexton
‘Jorp of Michigan, 173 Mich App 507, 5 14; 434 NW2d 644 (1988). An agency’s legal rulings also are entitled to
“deference, provided they are consistent with the purpose and policies of the statute in question.” Adrian School Dist v
Michigan Pub School Employees’ Retirement Sys, 458 Mich 326, 332; 582 NW2d 767 (1998). They will be set aside
only “if they violate the constitution or a statute or contain a substantial and material error of law.” Id. It appears that
respondent’s interpretation of the definition of a “party to the collective bargaining agreement” in this case is consistent
with the plain language of CSR 6-3.5(c). If respondent had intended to allow individual union members the right to
appeal the personnel director’s decision to the commission pursuant to CSR 6-3.5(c), it easily could have used language
clearly expressing that intent. For example, CSR 6-3.5(a) provides that “any person” may file a complaint with the state
personnel director.
Under Article [* 10] 9(D) of the collective bargaining agreement, “[e]xcept as provided in Civil Service Rules and
Regulations, the decision of the Arbitrator will be final and binding on all parties to this Agreement and an Arbitration
decision shall not be appealable to the Civil Service Commission.” Petitioner’s rights to appeal an arbitration decision
under the collective bargaining agreement are therefore only those rights provided by the Civil Service Rules.
Significantly, CSR 6-3.5 itself does not pertain to enforcement of the collective bargaining agreement in the abstract.
Rather, CSR 6-3.5 is concerned with a violation of “a civil service rule or regulation governing a prohibited subject of
bargaining.”
Plaintiff argues that even if she is not a party to the collective bargaining agreement, she is a third-party beneficiary.
The only right conferred on a third-party beneficiary under MCL 600.1405 is the right to enforce the contract as if he or
she is a true party. Nothing in the statute suggests that a third-party beneficiary has the additional right to act as a party
for the purposes of standing to enforce anything other than actual promises contained within the contract itself. We may
not read [* 11] into a statute anything “that is not within the manifest intent of the Legislature as gathered from the act
itself.” Maier v Gen Tel Co of Michigan, 247 Mich App 655, 662; 637 NW2d 263 (2001). Therefore, MCL 600.1405
does not affect petitioner’s standing to enforce a civil service rule violation pursuant to CSR 6-3.5(c).
Because petitioner was not a party to the collective bargaining agreement, respondent properly concluded that she
lacked standing to invoke the appeal procedure in CSR 6.3-5(c), and the circuit court erred in reversing respondent’s
dismissal of petitioner’s appeal of the personnel director’s decision. Accordingly, we reverse the circuit court’s judgment
and reinstate respondent’s decision.
Reversed.
Is! Alton T. Davis
/s! Bill Schuette
1sf Stephen L. Borrello
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